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PREFACE

This report constitutes Volume III in the series of reports entitled
Impzot of Airor'aft Xanisone on Air Quality in the Vioinity of Airports.
Volumes I and It were published in July 1980 by the Federal Aviation
Administration as FAA-EE-80-09A and FAA-EE-80-09B, respectively. Volumes III
and IV summarise work performed under Interagency Agreement OTFAO1-83-4-10556,
between the U.S. Department of Energy/Argonne National Laboratory and the U.S.
Department of Transportation/Federal Aviation Administration. This project

was partially funded by the U.S. Air Force, Headquarters Air Force Engineering
and Services Center, Tyndall Air Force Base, through a 1981 Memorandum of
Understanding between the U.S. Air Force and the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion. The project officer was Mr. Howard M. Segal, Office of Environment and
Energy, Federal Aviation Administration.

The last two volumes are entitled:

Vol. III: Air Quality and Emission Modeling Needs

Vol. IV: Nitrogen Dioxide and Hydrocarbons
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IMPACT OF AIRCRAFT EIiSS IONS ON AIR QUALITY
IN THE VICINITY OF AIRPORTS

VOLUME III: AIR QUALITY AND EMISSION MODELING WEEDS

by

Donald M. Rote

1 INTRODUCTION

Estimates of emission rates and atmospheric concentrations of various
airborne substances In and around aviation facilities are required for
determining compliance with regulations, testing the efficacy of potential
control strategies, and a wide variety of other purposes.

Precisely how these estimates should be made, that is, what
computational procedures should be used, has been the subject of both
theoretical and field studies for over a decade. When the Airport Vicinity
Air Pollution (AVAP) and the Air Quality Assessment Model (AQAN) were first
designed some 10 years ago, for commercial and military facilities respec-
tively, the major emphasis was on providing a user-oriented, state-of-the-art
tool that would allow the user to treat virtually all sources of pollution
with as much detail as he saw fit. The computer codes were developed and
tested on large, relatively fast mainf rame computers. It was assumed that the
users' machines would be similar and that the users would have staff comitted
to the maintenance and operation of such complex computer codes on a long-term
basis. Such staff were expected to be familiar with the aviation facilities,
air-pollution regulations, and the principles of emission and air-quality

* computation.

Experience has shown that these user requirements were, in fact, too
restrictive to permit as wide use as might otherwise be the case. Even though
computer use has greatly expanded over the years, much of this growth has been
in the area of the now, Inexpensive microcomputers and minicomputers. Such
machines, whifle convenient and easy to use, are not fast enough nor do they
posess* the necessary temry capacity to handle the AVAP and AQAM computer
codes In their present configurations. Hance, the as* of codes like these has
neither grown with the use of computers nor with the need to perform emission
or air-quality calculations. Therefore, along with the need to maintain these
early code and to periodically perform technical updates and refinements to
keep pace with developments in the state of the art of modeling, there is also
the clear seed to design sew versions that meet the needs and constraints of a
greater uer of users operating In the mew environment of the microcomputers
and minicomputers.

The purpose of the present report to to address the subject of indelisg
ses and how those seeds can be systematically satisfied. It is noted that

-. *.~-..I. - ~ 7.
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while some of these needs have already been mat with existing models and their
corresponding computer codes, others remain to be satisfied. The approach to
this subject used here is essentially applications-oriented. It begins with a
listing of the types of problem Involving aviation facilities that are likely
to require the use of computer models and then examines, in some detail, the
technical characteristics of these problems that determine which features an
applicable model must possess. The position is taken that it is the nature of
the application, together with various user and machine requirements, that
dictates the type of model to be used. Given this position, the ability of
the currently available versions of the AVAP and AQAM computer codes to
satisfy these technical and operational requirements is examined in detail.
The strengths and weaknesses of these models and their computer codes and
supporting documentation are noted. Various necessary and desirable changes
to these models to make them applicable to a greater variety of problems, to
update them, and to make them more usable are then discussed.

As a guide to possible future technical improvements, the procedures
and algorithms used by the AVAP and AQAM computer codes are compared and the
best procedures are identified. Where necessary, alternative procedures are

recommended.

A "decision tree" is then presented as a systematic means of laying out
some of the alternative courses of action that face the decision makers in
trying to determine how best to resolve the discrepancies that exist between
the present modeling needs and the current modeling capabilities, weaknesses,
and limitations. toth separate and Joint civilian and military agency
alternative actions are presented.

Pinally, the modeling-needs discussion ends with a presentation of a

design of a new computational system that is proposed to satisfy one of the
more important new user requirements not nt by any current version of AVAP or
AQAH. The new system is designed to be Implemented on a small computer, which

should greatly increase Its usability by In-house agency staff.

The report is divided into 11 sections. The introductory section is

followed, in Sec. 2, by a brief sumary of types of potential problems
requiring the use of computer models. Section 3 examines those technical
characteristics of the various model applications that ictually determine what
features an applicable model should possess. The operational requirements for

4 mdels are discussed in See. 4.

The AVAP model and its various currently available versions are
.4 described in Sec. 5, along with a eumary m evaluation of its Intended uses,

strengths, limitations, end weaknesses. Updatee needed to improve the model
are alo presented. The AQP end its various versione are summsrised in Sec.
6 using the sam formt as used for the AVAP model. Section 7 contains a
detailed feature-by-feature comparison of the AVAP model and AQM in which the
Wete approehee or alternatives are Identified.

a PS



The "decision tree" is presented in See 8, and Sec. 9 ts devoted to an
outline of the proposed new joint computational system to be implemented on
mall computers. Section 10 t a report on a sensitivity study of emissions
calculations. It is Intended to provide some insight Into the importance of
Including various source categories in an emission inventory of an air base or
airport. Finally, See. 11 contains a summary and recommendations for future
tasks needed to Improve the current aodels from both the technical and user
points of view.

ia.
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2 POTZrrIAL-POBLN TYPES AND IDDEL USES

The two main problem of air-quality analysis are estimation of
emission rates and computation of atmospheric concentrations. For some
purposes it is sufficient to simply estimate the emission rates, while other
problem require computation of the atmospheric concentrations as well.
Examples of problem requiring emission estimates, but not necessarily
atmospheric concentrations, are:

& Determining compliance with state implementation-plan (SIP)
regulations or emission limits.

* Using rough-cut or screening procedures to determine
whether a potential air-quality problem exists or could
exist and whether a more detailed analysis is required.

a Estimating the overall effectiveness of emission-control
strategies.

Civilian and military problem requiring computation of emission rates
and/or atmospheric concentrations of various substances are generally either
of a regulatory or research nature. There are also a number of specialized
problem that pertain only to the military sector. These latter problem are
essentially beyond the scope of the present discussion and are therefore only
briefly referred to for completeness. Some potential model uses falling under
the three min categories are listed below.

2.1 GENERAL RESEARCH PROBLES

Investigation of potential health and environmental impacts of
pollutant emissions from various source types (recent interest has focused on
photochemically reactive, odor causing, and hazardous airborne gases and
aerosols). Sow possible model uses are:

4 e An aid to assessing the nature and spatial extent of a
-A particular impact or hazard.

e An aid to air-quality and emission data analysis and
diagnosis of emission-inventory errors and deficiencies.

0 Delineation of physical and/or chemical effects when
complex mixtures of phenomna are involved.

a Development or refinemnt of special dispersion algorithm
or submAodel.
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" Development and testing of simplified or "field" models.

* Identification of emission or air-quality "hot spots."

* Aid in design of field tests or experiments (eage,
monitoring-inst rument deployment).

2.2 GRNERAL REGULATOR-ULATED PROBLEMS

* Aid in performing regulatory-Mpact analyses.

e Determination of need for and efficacy of emission reduc-
tia.

0 Evaluation of emission-control strategies.

e Preparation of preconstruction environmental impact state-
ments (ElSe) for new aircraft facilities or mjor
modifications to existing facilities.

* Screening to separate cases that are not problem from
those requiring more detailed treatment.

e Testing for compliance with local, state, and federal
regulations (e.g., national ambient air quality standards
[NAAQSs], SIPs., and prevention of significant deterioration
JPSD) regulations).

* Calculations related to legal actions, citizen complaints,
etc.

. e Analysis of implications of proposed new regulations for
aircraft operations, fuel use, angine design, thrust
settings, etc.

2.3 ,P9ClALlZD MILITARY APPLICATIONS

e lavestigations of dispersion of gazes and aerosols of
military Importance, Including obecurasts, sprays, etc., in
both terrestrial and maritime environests.

e Investigations of aircraft-plum dispersion in relation to
detection using electro-optical sensors.
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" Investigation of the dispersion of effluents from routine
operations at rocket-launch, rocket-sled, and engine test
facilities.

* Investigation of accident scenarios.

" Evacuation-corridor or hazard-zone prediction.

4

4
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3 TKCIIICAL R9Q(JIRDKIU1S FMR NDDEL

In view of the substantially different technical requirements for
emission-rate and atmosphric-concent ration computations, It io worthwhile to
examine these requirements separately.

3.1 SOURCE-EKISS LON- INVENTOIT OOHPUTATION RQU1RB1UNT

The compilation of a source emission Inventory tends to be straight-
forward but manpower Intensive. The amount of manpower required IC
essentially directly proportional to the number of sources to be considered.
For each Individual source, the emission rate is generally the product of an
appropriate emission factor (expressed In term of mass of emissions per unit
time per unit of source activity) and a mesaure of source activity. For
automobiles, the unit of activity is vehicle mils (number of vehicles time
number of miles traveled by each vehicle). for a single aircraft, the unit of
activity io fuel flow rate at a particular thrust setting. In an airport or
air base, aircraft activity generally refers to the number of aircraft of a
given type in a given mode of operation (i.e., having a given thrust
setting). to practice, because the emission factors for each pollutant depend
on the particular type of source as well as an Its mode of operation and fuel
type, the emission rate calculations can becoms far too time-consuming and
tedious to be performed by hand, especially when the source Inventory Is
large. Furthermore, if a large number of tedious hand calculations are
required, the chances of aking errors are large and the effort required to
check for and correct such errors Is almost s laborious an the original hand
calculations themselvee. Bence, except In cases where only one or two
isolated sources are being considered or where only net changes In total
emissions due to a few changes in selected sources are being considered, It io
highly desirable to have a source-emislon-inventory computer model. The
principal technical features required of such a model are listed below.

1. Up-to-date emission factors for all the criteria
pollutants should be Included for all of the sources
likely to be encountered at em aircraft facility, These
emission factors should preferably be based on actual

4 source-emission measurements or, loe. preferably, on
engineering estimates, sand should be adjustable but
protected from Inadvertest adjustmt by general users.

2. Woolein rates for sab source type should be calculated
and stored o as hourly beets for subsequent gromeslas or
for use by dispersion medls.



3. It my also be desirable, strictly for accounting pur-
poses, to compute emissions on an annual or other long-

term basis. For such purposes, landing and takeoff (LTO)-

cycle-type emission factors should be employed.

4. For purposes of providing input data for dispersion calcu-
lations, it is necessary to provide hourly emissions for

each physical source according to the source geometry

(point, line, area).

5. Since civilian and military facilities use different

operating procedures and service different aircraft types,
it is probably mot efficient to have separate but
similarly structured emission models for the two types of

facilities.

6. In view of the fact that, in some cases, pollutant concen-
trations may not be required and in order to reduce the
overall computer requirements, it would be best to keep
tie emission models separate from the dispersion models.

7. Provisions should be available for the user to include

treatment of aircraft, aircraft support or service
equipment, access vehicles, and other facility mobile and

stationary sources. The user should have the option to
ignore any combination of these source types.

8. The spatial resolution requirement of source-emission
inventories depends on whether dispersion calculations are
required. For eutsston calculations only, the spatial-
resolution requiremeuts are generally miniel or
nonexistent. for dispersion calculations, especially of

the Gaussian-uodel type, the spatial resolution met be
increased as the source-receptor distances of interest
decrease. Generally, since public access is limited to
certain areas of the airport, the spatial resolution

requirement is not the sam for all sources.

9. Airborne aircraft sources are generally regarded as
insignificant cempared to ground-based aircraft sources

4 for ground-level pollutant concentrations, Rlwever, for
purposes of soure-emission-inventory completeness, or to

test the significance of ouch sources, the user should be
provided with the option of including or *mitting them.
In either case, the spatial-resolution requitement for
such sources is not high, (See Sec. 10.3.)

. i



10. Inclusion of evaporative monusthane hydrocarbons (UMC)
sources should be optional. The spatial-resolution
requireesot for each sources io x~alsl. This follows
f Or two reasons.- First, these sources generally
contribute only a mual fraction of the total NM
emissions from all sources (ses Sec. 10.5). Second, the
USC pollutant category io not governed by a health-
related amibient-air quality standard and therefore does
not require detailed source-receptor disperio-model
calculat ions. On the other heed, for purpoee of
enisaion-inventory coapleteness, or to "sos their
potential for contributing to pbotochemical &mg. their
inclusion my be warranted.

In addition to the above features, there are a numiber of other features
that are required by an emission model It Its outputs are to serve asInpute
to other coqiuter codes. four types of codes that are of special Interest
are:

a Display codes that generate special form of graphical and
tabulated data.

a Statistical analysis packages.

a Source-oriented atmospheric-pol lutant concentration models
(Including Gaussian-plum models).

a Grid or cell-type pollutant concentration models.

Special features that my be required by these codes are:

1.* Detailed individual source descriptions, Including source
location and goomtry. Such descriptions are required for
soure-oriented dispersion models, such asthe Canssias-
plume-type Models, If source effects on atmospheric
dispersion most be taken Into accoun~t (see Sec. 3.2.4).
For such Models It is convenient to separate the source
geom-tries Into poits, limes, and are"s. it is also
necessary to provide the Interact ion needed to -oiute
planm rise, if any, and Initial plum aso.

2. Tim-depenfdence of source activity and eaestoo rates.
Sourly averages are adequate for nost purposee

3. Gridded emission rat"s (aggregated, for exasqle, to
uiferm 1 km 1 km geid cells). These are required fe
grid or cell concetration models used, tor exasle, for
sons photechemial-wsg simolat ios. artd"" emileef
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rates my also be required for some types of display
packages (e.g., contour-plotting packages).

Finally, it is important to recognize that emission rates for non-
routine pollutants may be required for special purposes. A few of these
purposes and their requirements are described below.

i. Calculation of MO and NO2 concentrations requires separate

emission rates for NO and N02, in contrast to the routine
reporting of NO X emission factors (NO + N02)-

2. Calculation of photochemical-mog products requires
separation of hydrocarbon emissions into several separate
classes of compounds. The particular classification
scheme to be used has not been uniquely defined as yet.

3. Calculation of visibility effects and odors requires
estimates of emissions of selected gas and condensed-phase

pollutants. The specific effluents of greatest concern
have not been fully identified as yet.

4. Calculations of concentrations of special chemical
aerosols of military or agricultural Importance would also
require appropriate emission rates but are best handled by
special-purpose hand calculations rather than by general
emission models.

3.2 AIR-QUALITY OR POLLUTANT-ONCENTRATION MODEL REQUIRMENNTS

The second step in a detailed air-quality analysis, after the compila-
tion of an emission inventory, is computation of pollutant concentrations for

comparison with NAAQSs or other masures of significance. Because of the
complexity of met problem, one or more computer models are usually required
to perform theee calculations. Although the torm "dispersion models" has
often been used to refer to such models, it is somewhat of a misnomer, since
other phenosme besides atmospheric dispersion mat often be considered in the
calculation of atmoepheric-pollutaat concentrations. lance, a more
appropriate term would be air-quality or pollutant-concentration models. The
specific type of air-quality model required by civilian and military users
depends largely on the nature of the application, rather than on the user per
s. Several eneral features of applicationa that determine the corresponding
modeling requiremnts an described below@

3.2.1 Lev i of Detail

The sin issue regarding the level of detail required of a perticular
a ppllation is whether a screening or a detailed air-quality modeling



calculation is required. For regulatory applications, it is often useful to
determine whether or not a potential problem exists. This can be done through

application of a conservative screening procedure. If a potential problem
does exist, then a more detailed analysis may be required.

The main requirement for a screening procedure, aside from ease of use,
is that it be conservative. That is, it mst provide an upper bound to the

magnitude of the emission rates and/or atmospheric concentrations. The closer

this conservative upper bound is to the expected maxim. value, the better.

However, caution is always required in applying screening tools, since they

my be overly conservative, in which case a need for more detailed analysis

my be indicated mDre often than is really necessary. On the other hand,

because of the inherent simplicity of screening procedures, they my fall to

treat those aspects of a particular problem that are most important. The

applicability of screening procedures and the interpretation of the results

should always be subjected to expert review.

Another issue of importance is whether it is necessary to treat indi-

vidual sources in detail or whether it is satisfactory to aggregate source

emissions up to som less-detailed level. Generally, the level of detail

required for the treatment of source configurations is determined by the
relevant source-receptor distances. If these distances are relatively large

compared with the intersource separation distances of comparable sources, the
sources can be aggregated. However, if one is interested in studying the
contributions of selected source types, or if adjacent sources have physically

different characteristics, then individual source treatment may still be
required.

3.2.2 Temporal and Spatial Scales

The temporal- and spatial-scale combinations pertinent to four general

types of applications are displayed in Table 1. Note that the NAAQS-related
applications involve hourly to annual averaging time. In spite of the fact

that the shortest averaging time for NAQSs is one hour, it Is important to

realise that for some subetances atmospheric concentrations are governed by

phenomena having such shorter characteristic time. For example, ND interacts

within seconds to form 302 in the presence of ambient levels of 03 . Hence,

simulation time scales that mset be treated in a model say differ from the
required output time scales and depend largely on the characteristics of the

air-quality variables of concern.

Spatial scales are nsot specified in the UAAQSs, but it is unlikely that

the public would routinely be closer thm a few huedred moters to military or
civilian aircraft activity, Beace, the mear-field, source-domimated turbu-

lone son Is smally amt subject to the IDA%*. Homver, this some may be
subject to occupatioeal health &m safety standards. At the other end of the

spatial scal are the lwo-rags traseport processes, imcluding global-scale
processes. It is ulikely that aircraft operatioms will contribute signifi-

ceatly to grud-level "ncetratioes ae scales greater them tow of

I "If
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Table I Temporal- and Spatial-Scale Combinations
Relevant to Air-Quality Problems

a

Spatial Scales

Up to 106 to lOO of Up to
Temporal Scales los of 100. of Heters 1008 of Global
(averaging time) leterb Meterac to 10 kid Kilometers Scale

Fraction of an 1,3,4 1,3,4 1,4 0 0
hour or
continuous

I Hour 1.3,4 1,2,3,4 1,2,4 1 0
(AVAP?, AQAM?) (AVAP, AQAM)

3-24 Hours 1,3,4 1,2,3,4 1,2,4 1 0
(AVAP?, AQAN?) (AVAP, AQAM)

I Month to 1 1,3 1.2,3 1.2,4 1 1
Year or More (AQAM?) (AQAM)

aProblewr-type code:

0 Not applicable
I Research
2 Regulatory -- NAAQS
3 Regulatory - Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
4 Special military.

bThe region in which source characteristics significantly affect or dominate

dispersion.

cTh. transition region in which ambient atmosphere plays an increasingly
important role in dispersion but in which single events or sources remain

distinguishable.

dThe airport or air-base vicinity (urban scale) in which oulttsourco

contributions dominate.

&A1L
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kilometers except in special cases. One special case of considerable concern

over the past decade has been the 8O contributions of high-f lying aircraft to

upper tropospheric and lower stratospheric phenomena. These applications are

beyond the scope of the present report.

Table 1 also shows which scale combinations are applicable to the AVAP

sodel and AQAI. The entries with question marks man the applicability of the

models is not certain.

3.2.3 Source Configuration

Source configuration refers both to the spatial distribution of the

sources of interest relative to the receptors and to the geometry of

individual sources. The spatial distribution and number of sources Is

important for several reasons. First, if the number of sources is large,

machine-oriented computational procedures are almost certainly required to

reduce the tedium involved and to reduce the likelihood of making errors.

Second, the distribution of source types determines, to a large extent,

whether source-by-source or aggregated source analysis is needed. In

addition, in cases where emissions from adjacent sources tend to overlap

(e.g., overlapping aircraft plumes), it may be necessary to investigate the

consequences of that overlapping in detail. If the pollutant of interest is

relatively inert, the overlapping can be handled by a simple superposition of

contributions from individual sources. However, if the emissions are

reactive, then the simple superposition principle may not apply and some

alternative to the simple addition of single-source contributions may be

called for.

Sources are generally divided by geometry into line sources, point

sources, and area or volume sources. Line sources are complicated by the fact

that their orientation relative to wind direction and ground level must be

taken into account. In addition, if a line-source geometry is chosen to

represent a rumay, then, since the aircraft operating on the runway move at

nonuniform speeds, the emission density along the line source will be

correspondingly nonuniform.

In view of the importance of line-source geometries for simulating

aircraft operations, the greatest attention to detail and accuracy to required

of line-source pollution-concentration models. However, in the case of

routine air-quality problems, it has been demonstrated that for ground-level
ceecentrations, afrborme aircraft emissions are not very important. ence, it

is mft necessary to provide detailed model treatments of elevated-aircraft

line sourc". (See Sec. 10.3.)

Finally, as noted earlier, spatial-scale mad source configuration are

closely Linked. Am the spatial scale is increased, leas attention to details

of the soures configuration ts required. This suggests that, since NAAQft

gesrally apply only to locatiom well removed from aircraft, om cam avoid
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detailed treatmnts of aircraft plum dynamics for such regulatory applica-
tions, This is a dangerous assumption, since for som cases such phenoesna as
initial plum dispersion, plum rise, and enhanced vertical plum dispersion
can have significant impact on downv ind concentrations. It is therefore
important to carefully sxaine the level of treatment of plum dynamics
required before proceeding with a particular application. Theoretical

investigations, including sensitivity tests with more sophisticated models,

are perhaps the only sound ways to provide guidance on this issue.

3.2.4 Source Iffects

Applications requiring data on atmospheric concentrations near sources
require that models provide reasonable treatmate of source effects such as:

• luilding and stack dogwnash and wake effects.

e Aircraft and aircraft-engine-gensratd turbulent wake
effects.

• Plum rise and enhanced vertical dispersion.

Such effects influence both the plum trajectory sad its initial

dispersion, and therefore significantly affect the mar-field concentratioes.

3.2.5 Pollutant Characteristics

The following pollutant characteristics play a dominant role in

determining the modeling requirementa for a particular application.

I. Pollutant-reactivity tim scale relative to the time scale

of the problem (e.g., hourly average concentration).

2. Primery vs. secondary pollutants.

3. Phase (gas, liquid or solid aerosol).

4. oyancy.

Pollutants that are emitted diroetly leto the aroeophere froe eoro
age called primary polltaute Sem polluetete, esc as CKt or meseective

hydrocarbones, are relatively inert over tie smales of hrs, %ILA ethers,
su& so 0O, are relatively inert over tim scals of days; N, en the other
baud, reacts fn the time scale of socoeda with baeckgrund eme". In owes in
Whia tGravel tim are shout esqared with roeies time ad sucetreti
avOragiq time aWr e More thou Ot bOe, a member Of polltMUe, icludin

o, %, usersective hydrocarboes (and som moderately reactive hwdr.trbsm),,
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SO2 , and NO. (NO + M02) can be treated as though they were inert.
Consequently, they can be handled with nonreactive pollutant concentration
models.

Secondary pollutants, such as M02 (some N02 Is also primary), fine-
particle aerosols, some photochemical-smog compounds, and ozone are produced
from interactions between primary pollutants (gases and vapors) and background
atmospheric constituents. Since their formation tines scales vary from
seconds, for NO2 conversion from NO in the presence of ozone, to an hour or
more, for the formation of photochemtcal-smog constituents, and hours to days
for formation of sulfate serosols, the modeling requirements depend quite
strongly on the particular pollutant of interest. Whereas the NO to NO2
conversion process can occur within an individual ircraft plum, many of the
photocheuical-smg-formation processes and aerosol-forming processes occur
long after the individual plumes have turged vith each other and with
background pollutants. Hence, photochemical-smog models are generally
required to operate over urban to interurban spatial scales, while sulfate
models involve long-range transport over hundreds to thousands of kilometers.

The pollutant's phase, that is, whether it ts a gas or condensed liquid
droplet or solid particle, affects the pollutant transport in the atmosphere
and its rate of deposition onto surfaces. Whereas particles with diameters in
excess of 10 m tend to be removed rather rapidly due to gravitational
settling, those with diameters leos than I ua are deposited out only very
slowly. In addition, many pollutants can undergo phase changes over periods
ranging from minutes to hours, depending upon the pollutant species involved
and the concentrations. These phase changes affect not only the subsequent
dispersion but other properties that my be of concern.

The buoyancy of a pollutant plume released into the atmosphere can be
positive, neutral, or negative. Positively buoyant pollutant plums rise in
the atmosphere until they reach thermodynamic equilibrium with the surrounding
air. Thereafter they are dispersed by ambient turbulence and wind. Aircraft
exhaust plums are positively buoyant, but are mixed with substantial engine-
and aircraft-saka-generated turbulence. This "internal" turbulence dominates
the near-field dispersion until it Is quenched by entrainment of background-
dominated turbulent air. Neutrally buoyant plumes are produced by sources
that emit pollutants near ambient temperature and density. Negatively buoyant
plumes cn result from evaporation of cryogenic liquids, or from highly
cosetrated emissions of pollutants having molecular weights greater than
that of air, or from special conditions Involving se-aerosol phase equilibria
(as in the cae of swaea). Negatively buoyant plume often pose special
basards beessme lgSlber-thas-norsal concentrations can persist near ground
le0el ftot oGer perlods because of the suppression of the dilution that would
occur ion eutral or positively buoyant situations. Special attestlo to
eers cauditlone to required to determine whether or sot negatively bsoyeat

Goeditloee apply.

1, 7 -
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Coercial aircraft sources are unlikely to yield negatively buoyant
plums. However, hypergolic fuels are sometiems carried by military aircraft
and are often stored and transported in military facilities and are subject to
accidental releases. Treatmuet of negative buoyancy effect. is beyond the
scope of the present study.

3.2.6 Air-Quality Variables

The type of air-quality modal and its specially required features
depend on which air-quality variable the particular application calls for.
Some Applicstions require concentrations of primry pollutants and others my
be concerned with secondary pollutants or derived quantities. Since
secondary-pollutant concentrations depend upon one or more conversion
processe, their simlation can be quite difficult. Derived quantities
represent a third class of air-quality variables of concern in some applica-
tions. These quantities are generally properties of primary or secondary
pollutants. Examples are atmospheric extinction or related quantities
(visibility, obscuration), sones of flammability or dotonability, odor levels,
etc. Since these properties do not theselves control the pollutant concen-
tration, they can be dealt with by algorithm appended onto pollutant
concentration models. Nonce, applications calling for derived quantities
require a pollutant concentration model plus an appropriate algorithm to yield
the required property of interest in the application.

3.2.7 Terrain Characteristics

Host air-qualtty models work best for relatively flat, uniform
terrain. Flow patterns in complex natural terrains, shorelin envirouents,
and around mn-made structures generally cannot be accurately simulated with
simple pollutant concentration models. Special flow models are usually
required for such applications. Fortunately, however, moat civilian and
military applications are confined to relatively simple terrain conditions.
Two exceptions are worth noting: first, on a smll spatial scale, local wake
effects due to the source structures themselves or to nearby structures can
lead to significant chenges in wind flow and in concentration patterns. For

applications requiring pollutant coes~trationse that are likely to be
influenced by wakes from structures, field mesurements or peraesetrisations
based on physical modeling are met desirable. Pollutant concentration models
should include paraetrisatios to handle such cases. Second, on a largter
spatial scale, shoreline environments can exhibit special transport and
dispersion conditions. In many cases such locations are associated with
periodic recirculation patterns resulting ts pollutant accumalation over a
several-day period, s in the Los Angeles asin. In addition, marine
imversioes can result i fairly shallow mixed layers and higher-than-expeted
Inland pollutant conenstratios The recirculation problem cannot be dealt
with using simplified models. The effects of shallow miusd layers am be

m
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effectively handled using simplified models provided that an adequate
description of the particular region of interest is available and meteoro-
logical data sufficient to characterize typical and worst-case conditions can
be obtained. Careful accounting of the diurnal pattern of the shoreline
meteorology is usually required. In some cases it is possible to simulate the
shoreline meteorology itself, although this type of simulation is generally
beyond the scope of the usual pollutant concentration models.

3.3 METEOROLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS

Computation of atmospheric concentrations requires meteorological data
either on a short-term (generally hourly) or on a long-term statistical
basis. Typical short-term data required by source-oriented models include
wind speed, wind direction, depth of the mixed layer, and some measure of the
turbulent properties of Ithe atmosphere, such as the Pasquill-Gifford-Turner
(PGT) stability class. For the simpler models, one representative
meteorological monitoring station is required. This assumes that the region
of model application is fairly uniform with respect to terrain features and
surface roughness.

Several points are worth noting. First, even in cases where only
moderate variations in terrain exist, the near-surface wind field can depart
significantly from spatial uniformity. Second, the original PGT atmospheric-
stability classification scheme has been under revir 3 for a number of years,
and the American Meteorological Society (AMS), 3 in particular, has
recommended some alternative schems that require additional meteorological
data. In cases where the additional data are not available, calculational
procedures based on theoreticl considerations and meteorological field
experiments have been proposed. This second alternative is, unfortunately,
not guaranteed to produce more satisfactory results than the original
scheme. (This latter point has not been adequately addressed in the

literature.)

Third, estimates of the depth of the dixed layer ate often not readily
available to model users. Provided that the transport distances, or spatial

4 "scale, of the application are not more than a few kilometers, the depth of the
mixed layer is not too critical unless it is relatively small, say a few
hundred meters or less. Unfortunately, such low mixing depths can occur near
shoreline environments and can often occur in other environments for periods
of one or more hours in the mrning and sometimes for more extended periods
during the evening and nighttime hours under the influence of urban heat-
Island effects. Consequently, for worst-case calculations, it ts important to
obtain at leat reasonably good representative estimetes of the mixed-layer
depth as a function of time of day.

IA
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4 OPERATIONAL REQUIRDENTS FOR ICOELS

Operational requirements placed on computational procedures for
estimating emissions and atmospheric concentrations include usability,
compatibility with available computer hardware, and documentation. Of these
three, usability has cone to be recognized as a requirement of paramount
importance. Users, of course, prefer to work with simple models that do not
require extensive familiarity with technical detail or manpower-intensive data
compilations. At the same time, it is recognized by users that the nature and
technical characteristics of air-quality-related problems cover a fairly broad

spectrum. Hence, flexibility is also an important requirement of a model.

The rapid growth in the use of desk-top terminals together with
minicomputers or microcomputers has led to the need for highly efficient
computer software that requires little central processing unit (CPU) time and
core storage. This requirement is generally inconsistent with large, complex,
flexible computer codes unless those codes can be redesigned in a modular
format.

Another aspect of usability is the choice of interactive- or batch-mode
operation. In the interactive mode, the user sits at a computer termdnal and
responds to a series of questions or prompts issued by a user-interactive
computer program. The user's responses provide the inputs needed by the
program to perform the computation. In the batch mode, the user prepare* a
deck of cards or a computer file containing all the necessary input data.
This preparation is generally done by following a series of directions
provided by a user's manual. Once the input file is completed, the user
submits a job that requires the computer program to read in the input
information and perform the calculation. The process of submitting a job
involves reading the deck of cards into the computer or keying in a brief set
of instructions via a computer terminal.

From the point of view of the user, the interactive mode is often
preferred. This is especially true for users having little or no familiarity
with the computer program. Beginning users tend to be intimidated by user's
manuals that require detailed study prior to using the computer program. In

4 the Interactive mode, the uninitiated user can often begin "playing" with the1
computer program with little or no preliminary study of documents. However,
for serious computations the differences in effort required may turn out to be
quite smell.

The disadvantages of the interactive mode are that the user-interactive
program must, of necessity, contain substantially more progreaming Instruc-
tions than a program written for batch-mode operation. This means more core
storage nd longer running time. In addition, in order to remain within the
limitations of particular computer Ineallations, it may be necessry to limit
the number of options available to the user end therefore limit the
flexibility end degree of sophistication of the min computational parts of

9.J
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the computer program. Furthermore, for large problem, it my prove tiresome
to remain at a computer terminal for long sessions using the Interactive mode
end preparing long streams of input information.

One way to avoid long interactive terminal sessions is to use input-
fIle editors. These are program that permit the user to modify existing
large input data sets without having to redevelop the data sets from scratch.

The problem of limited core storage and run time, as well as the
problem of limited options or flexibility, can be overcome by designing mixed-
mode computer program that can be executed in parts. For example, it my be
desirable to divide a computer program into two or more components. The first
component, which takes in and organizes the input data, could be operated in
the interactive mode, and the second part, which contains the main computa-
ctonal algorithm, could be designed for operation in the batch mode. In
addition, for increased convenience
the first part could be supplemented
with an editor program that could be Interactive-Mode Input Subprogram
used to make modifications to existing
large sets of input data. The overall
structure of such a package of Input Me
computer program components would look i
somthing like the macro flowchart
shown in Fig. 1. Note that in this -M
flowchart an additional component for Input-File Yditor
creating various output displays is (Interactive Mode)
also illustrated. For increased
flexibility or to accommodate varying
technical requirements of different Modified Input File
applications, several alternative d T
computational program components could
be subetituted, provided that their
input and output structures were
compatible with the other program
components.

A final operational requirement
*. for a computational system is good

documentation. Generally, the Output DisplayOptions Program
documentation should consist of the

following parts: o

1. A description of the Tabulations, Computer Graphics, etc.

intended uses of the
program. Fig. I Nscro Flowchart of

a mixed-Node Computer
Program

V ---

i ill I !lll
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2. A technical description of the equation. and algorithm
used and a tabulation of the Important paraoeters and
Cons tants-

3. A description of the computer program, including a macro
flowchart and descriptions of all subroutines; possibly
also detailed flowchart* and/or program listings.

4. A detailed user's manual that includes guidance in
selection of various optiona, if there are any.

S. An example problem that can serve as a guide to the user
as well as a benchmark for comparison with result@
obtained by the user on his own computer facilities.
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S SIMMQARY AND VVAtIIATION Of THE AVAP AMP11TFR MnOL

The two main models developed specifically for military and civilian

air-qualltv Prohlems Involving aircraft are the AOAH and the AVAP model,
respectively. These models were originally developed in the early 1970. and
have subspquently undergone various modifications, refinementn, and updates.

In Secs. 5 and 6, the AVAP model and AOAM, along vith their various modified

versions, vill he discussed in detail. Their Intended uses and strengths, as
vell as their limitations and veaknesses, viii he described. Comparisons will
he made In Sec. 7. and the best features of each model wll he Indicated for

Possible future incorporation Into a Proposed joint civilian/militarv modeling

Package (ree Sec. Q).

5.1 T" AVAP MODE.

The AVAP model vas originally intended for evaluating the air-cualltv

Impacts of large civilian airports. The overall structure of the model is
illustrated in the macro flowchart shown in Fi. 2. All of the components

illustrated in this chart are contained In a single computer program composed
of a number of suhroutines and a main driver. Rath the emission-inventorv and

dispersion algorithms are contained in this package and Are executed together

In the hatch mode. The ouotputs can be generated in Printed formats or Punched

cards or stored on magnetic tape for future use. The user can choose any
configuration of airport he vishes, including several runways and associated

taxivays, ate areas, etc. In addition he can define aircraft, airport-

nonaircraft. and environ sources, and can designate any of these as point,
line, or area sources. The line sources can have arbitrary lengths and

orientations In three dimensions. The model is designed to compute emissions
and atmospheric concentrations of relatively Inert Pollutants on an hour-by-
hour basis in 24-hr cycles. The model was not designed to compute long-term

averages. iowever, long-term averages can he computed by combining the
hourlv-sverage values either in seauence or In some statistical fashion.

A uniform receptor grid and/or a set of specially located receptors can

he defined by the user. To allow the model to he applied to an arbitrary
a runway configuration, the user Is asked to specify runway operations in terms

of four 90" wind ausdrants. These quadrants can he arbitrarily oriented, hut

the user must define the uind-quadrant orientation angle that measures the
* orientation relative to geographic north. (This angle should he hetween 0'

* and 90*.) Then. for each of these four wind quadrants, the user must

allocate, for each class of aircraft, the runways that are available for
arrivals or departures. This user-sunplied Information allows the comuter

model to determine which runways are being used daring each hourly set of
meteorological conditions for each aircraft class.

-
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The simulation of both airborne and ground-based aircraft operations is
based on an aircraft classification scheme that is described in the user's
"mnual. This scheme can be altered by the user, provided the alterations are
done in a self-consistent manner. The classification scheme is described in
the next several paragraphs.

Each aircraft type, such as a 3727 or DCIO, is assigned a "Type Index"
value. The arrival rate is given by the user in term of the number of
arrivals of each aircraft type per hour to the airport. Service-vehicle types
and their operating times are also given in term of the aircraft "Type
Index." To each aircraft type is assigned four additional indices: Aircraft
Class, Aircraft Range, Number of Engines, and Engine Type.

The Aircraft Class Index is used by the computer model, together with
the hourly wind direction, to assign takeoff and landing runways and outbound
and inbound taxiways. Runway availability is specified, as already mentioned,
by the user input data in term of four wind quadrants and aircraft class.
(Taxiway availability is determined by runway and airline or gate position.)

The Aircraft Range Index is used to assign certain aircraft operational
parameters, including taxi speed and times-in-mode. The numbers and types of
engines are used to assign pollutant emission factors. An example of the
classification 5 scheme, which was used in the example problem in the AVAP
user's manual, is shown in Table 2.

The airborne operations simulated in the model include one approach
path (defined by the user) and one or two departure paths (defined by the
user) for each runway. These airborne optional paths are not Aircraft-Class
dependent except to the extent that the runways themselves are Aircraft-Class
dependent.

One diurnal aircraft arrival pattern is provided by the user for each
aircraft type. To simplify the amount of input data required, the model
applies the same pattern to all airlines employing a given aircraft type.

5.2 EXISTING VERSIONS OF AVAP

The original version of the AVAP model is from circa 1973. It has been
published by National Technical Information Service (NTIS), Is availableo
magnetic tape, and has biet well documented witt both technical reports, '

validation study reports, and a user's manual. The user's manual contains
benchmark rns and an example application to Washington National Airport (CA)
to help aid the user. The source-emisolon factors and source-activity
algorithm were developed from published data and airport observations dating
from 1969 to 1973. The aircraft types treated in the model have not changed
appreciably from the NTIS publication (which appeared in 1975-1976) to present
timeS.

L".a
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Table 2 Aircraft Classification Scheme Used In the
Ixample Problem In the AVAP User's Guide

Aircraft Aircraft Aircraft Aircraft Engines per Engine Engine
Type Model. Class Range Aircraft Type Models

1 Boeing 727 4 3 3 3 JTSO

2 Douglas DC9 4 3 3 3 JTSO

3 Boeing 737 4 3 3 4 JTSD

4 Convair 560 5 3 2 5 A-501-D13

5 SAC 111 7 3 2 6 Spey-511

6 NANOD YSII 5 3 2 5 A-501-013

7 Seech " 6 A 2 4 TPZ331

8 Fairchild 5 3 2 5 A-501-331
FN-227

9 Twin Otter 6 4 2 4 TPE331

10 Piston 9 4 2 7 0-320
Ltagifte

&Aircraft engine models for which ano emissions data are available are replaced
by models having similar characteristic.

A simplified version of AVAP that will be referred to as the
.abbreviated version" (circa 1975) was developed as an alternative to the full
AVAP model for screening applications. While the dispersion algorithm
remained virtually unchanged, the Input structure van considerably modified,
sad far fewer options were me available to the wser. The abbreviated
version is webh easier to use, sim wt of the decisions have been
"Internlyi. nyernway-tmivey termisl becnigrto is aal

As updated version of the original, or WUI-published, versien of the
AWN1 mdel es prepared sad spptlad to tbe aeeee~meto air-qality impects
at feur =Joe U.S. airport@ around I96. Wei version, u~lbwl ereferred
to as the npdated veroeiee. hwame bees foemall published or eateneively
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documented. However, a description of the model, along with the results of
the air-qily assessment mtioned above, h been reported in three
documents. L 3 The updated version contain@ updates to both the emission and
dispersion algorithms. The updates are based on new emslsion-factor data
published by the Environmental Protection Agency (IPA), observations of
aircraft operations at several mejor airports, and field program involving
meteorological and air-quality observations at Dulle International Airport
and Washington National Airport.

12

5.3 COMPARISONS AMONG AVAP VERSIONS

For convenience, the three versions of AVAP mentioned above will be

designated as follows:

Version 1: Original NTIS version, circa 1973

Version 2: Abbreviated version, circa 1975

Version 3: Updated version, circa 1980

Comparisons can be conveniently made in the categories of overall
structure, input structure and user options, emission parameters, dispersion
algorithm, output, and documentation.

5.3.1 Overall Structure

The three versions all contain both the emission and dispersion
algorithm and are operated in the batch mode.

5.3.2 Input Structure and User Options

The input structures of the three versions are different. Versions 1
and 3 are quite similar except for one important difference. Whereas Version
1 requires only the arrival rates as input, Version 3 also requires the

departure rates as input. Version I incorporates an empirical algorithm that
takes into account aircraft turnaround time and overnight parking to calculate
departure rates. This procedure wes followed because, at the time of program
development, only arrival time of aircraft mer readily available from the
commercial airline guide. Secause of the Influence of overnight aircraft
parking, Version I perform calculations is 24-hr cycles (as may as the user
choose.). Version 3, on the other hand, mk*@ use of both ser-supplied
arrival data and departure data available from mre recent issues of the
coinrcial airline guide. &e@ce, Version 3 can be operated on a hour-by-hour
basis. Also, Version 3 contaim updated mission factors sd updated time-
im for aircraft sources. These updates do not, bowever, coestitute
chaes in input structure. m.rely cheas. ts input parameter velues

<i,5;
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Version 2 requires only arrival rates as inputs, but it assume that
the number of arrivals during a given hour equals the number of departures.
Version 2 performs only one one-hour computation at a time. Version 2 also
differs from Version I in a number of other significant ways. Whereas Version
I permits the user to specify a great variety of aircraft, airpurt-
nonaircraft, and environ sources with point, line, and area geomtries, the
choices permitted by Version 2 are wry limited. In Version 2 the user can
use at most one runway, one inbound apron, one inbound taxiway, one outbound
taxiway, one outbound apron, up to 60 access-vehicle straight-line roadway
segments, one aircraft area source, and one nonaircraft area source.

The aircraft area source includes emissions from four source types:

I. Aircraft ground-service vehicles.

2. Auxiliary power units (APU) on aircraft.

3. Aircraft taxiing within the area.

4. Aircraft engine idling within the area.

In addition, whereas in Version I the user must supply most airport and
aircraft source parameters, this burden is largely removed through the use of
default values provided in Version 2. The user has the option of overriding
up to 23 defaults simply by entering l's in the appropriate columns of a
default control card and then adding the necessary input cards containing his
own values.

5.3.3 Emission Parameters

The emission parameters for nonaircraft airport and environ source
types are identical for all three versions. (Verslon 2 does not treat environ
sources.) The aircraft emission factors are the sam in Versions I and 2 but
have been updated in Version 3 to 1977 values.

5.3.4 Dispersion Parameters and Allorithm

The dispersion parameters and algorithm in Versions 1 and 2 are
identical. There are several differences in Version 3. These are:

1. An eaiprical plum-rise equation based on the Dulles 3-
Tower Field Experimnts was introduced Into the taxi-idle
aircraft mode.

2. New initial plum dimnsions based on the Dlles and
Washington INtional expertmets were used.
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3. Initial plume dimensions were incorporated into the
runway, taxiway, and apron line sources using the addition
of variance in lieu of the virtual-point-source method.
All other source types used the virtual-point-source
method.

4. Enhanced vertical dispersion due to plume rise was
incorporated into the treatment of all sources.

5. Only downwind-distance-dependent vertical-dispersion pa-
rameters were used, in lieu of the maximum of the above
parameters and the t ime-dependent vertical-dispersion
parameters.

5.3.5 Output

The modet outputs were changed in Version 3 to provide additional
emission and concentration information. In addition, the output was modified
to insure compatibility with a contour-plotting package.

5.3.6 Documentation

Version I has technical documentation, model validation-study
documentation, and a user's manual, all published by FAA. Version 2 has only
an unpublished user's innual. Version 3 has supporting technical documents-
tion but no formal model documentation or user's manual.

5.4 AVAP MDDEL EVALUATION

5.4.1 Intended Uses and Strengths

Version I (original NTIS version) was intended to be used to assist in
(1) preparation of ZISs for new construction, (2) modification of existing
airports, and (3) evaluation of alternative strategies for emission control.

A Examples of changes in airports that could be analyzed include fuel-use
changes, changes in the physical airport layout (additions of taxiways,
runways, access-vehicle roadways, etc.), growth in operations, and environ
source changes. In Version 1, the user to provided with a great deal of
flexibility regarding his choice of airport operating parameters, emission
factors, and treatment of source types in term of points, lines, or areas.
Listings of parameter values are provided in the user's manual, but the user
can use alternative values if he feels they are mre suitable for his
particular application. Nowever, regardless of whether or not he uses the
values listed in the user's mnual, the values he uses met be entered Into

the compter.
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In Version 2 (abbreviated version), most of the parameter values are
provided as automatic defaults that do not have to be entered by the user. If
the user wants to override these default values, then he must provide
additional input information. Version 2, however, is intended only as a
screening tool to obtain a rough idea of the air-quality impacts that might
occur if all airport operations were confined to a simple configuration
consisting of only 1 runway and a few other distinct sources. Hence, Version
2 does not provide nearly as such flexibility to the user s Version 1 does.

All three versions of AVAP permit the user to readily update emission
parameters. Many of these parameters require periodic updating or adjustments
to account for facility-to-facility variations. All three versions are
designed for operation in batch mode and combine emission and dispersion
calculations in a single computer code. Consequently, while they are not
.user-friendly" in the sense of an interactive code, they are more efficient
to operate, especially on large problems, and do not require the long terminal
sessions characteristic of large interactive codes.

The Version I dispersion algorithm are designed to provide a somewhat
conservative estimate of relatively inert primary-pollutant concentrations.
Pollutants such as S02 , CO, NOx, HC or NeHC, and total suspended particulate

(TSP) can be considered. No chemical or physical transformations are
considered, and no removal processes, such as wet or dry deposition or
gravitational settling, are accounted for.

The dispersion parameters correspond to greater dispersion rates than
those used in Turner's Vopkbook of Atmosphaero Disepeiow', Eetiratse because
they are adjusted for one-hour sampling times and urban dispersion
conditions. Comparisons indicate that they more closely represent field
observations. The absence in Versions 1 and 2 of any treatment of plume rise
or enhanced vertical dispersion from aircraft sources leads to overestimates
of concentrations near such sources. This problem is partially corrected in
Version 3, which does account for these effects for slow-moving aircraft. The
treatments of these effects in Version 3 is based on the Dulles 3-Tower Field
Experiments. 12

The AVAP model incorporates simple treatments of building and stack
domash and wake effefla and aircraft wake and jet turbulence effects.
Briggs' "rules-of-thumbI are used to indicate when the building sad stack
effects are likely to occur, and such effects are expressed tn term of
reduced plum rise ad/or enhanced Initial plum dispersion. Finite initial
plum sixes are handled with the virtual-point-source method. Aircraft Jet-
wake snd turbuleace effects are similarly treated by enbanced Initial plum
dispersion. The parameters used for thie purpse to Version 3 are based on
the Dulles sod OCA Airport Field Experiments. No attempt i made to treat
these complex phenoema in detail in the near field. The mdel applies only
after the plums become passive objects influenced by mient atmospberic
turbulence. IOnce, the medal sold st b used te oetimate cooestratios
too *los to large structures or aircraft.

14! AFa~gli ,
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Complex terrain effects are ignored in AVAP. The use of this model in
valley situations or near shorelines i not advised unless the effects of
these features are well known. The models are applicable to nearly flat
regions on the order of 10-20 km on a side.

Since all versions assume steady-state conditions, that is, constant
emission and dispersion rates for at least one hour, transient phenomena
cannot be accounted for. Repeated transient phenomena, such as aircraft
takeoffs, are treated as though their air-quality impacts could be averaged
over one hour. This treatment Is satisfactory only for relatively inert
pollutants and averaging times on the order of one hour. Such a procedure
must be modified for situations where shorter averaging times are required.
Also, fairly reactive ,and/or secondary pollutants or highly variable
meteorological conditions require more detailed treatments.

5.4.2 Limitations and Weaknesses

Limitations and weaknesses are not always perceived as such by various
users. Sometimes a limitation say be regarded as a blessing. Nevertheless,
an attempt has been made to List what my be regarded by some, at least, as
shortcomings of the various AVAP versions. These are discussed under the
three separate headings of Usability and Availability, Documentation, and
Technical Issues.

Usability and Avallabilita

Version 1 tends to be hard to use because its application requires a
careful review of the user's manual. In addition, for large problems, a
considerable amount of input data suat be prepared by the user. Version 2,
however, provides many default values and alleviates such of this problem.
However, this reduction in input preparation time is achieved at the expense
of flexibility and accuracy of representation of actual airports. Of the
three versions, only Version 1 is readily available through NTIS.

Because the emission and dispersion algorithm are combined into a
single package, and because of the options regarding source inputs, the AVAP
codes all require rather large computer core storage. In addition, the
algorithm are not optimally written and therefore can consume significant
amounts of computer time, especially when lare numbers of repetitive
calculations are involved. Henc, these codes require fast, large, malnfrem
computers. Also. it ts Inefficiest to use the on smell problem involving
only a few sources.

Documentation

The documentation of Version 1 was quite adequate from both the User
and technical points of view at the time it we prepared. Sever, em of
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the emission parameters either listed in the iser's manual or incorporated as
defaults into the emission model are outdated. In addition, technical changes
have been incorporated into Version 3 that have not been adequately
documented. Further improvements have also been planned but have not yet been

thoroughly documented.

Technical Issues

No treatment of reactive or secondary pollutants (e.g., reactive

hydrocarbons, NO2 , 03, or secondary fine particulate matter) is available. NO
to NO2 conversion is not treated. Aerosol formation is not treated. There is
no treatment of complex terrain features. Applications are limited to an
airport and its near vicinity. Only neutral and positive buoyancy are
treated. Treatment of individual aircraft plume dynamics is not adequate tor
research studies of near-field phenomena (although such effects may not be
relevant for EIS-type applications). Building-wake effects are not adequately
treated to provide reliable estimates of concentrations near terminal
buildings. Nonaircraft emission factors are out of date. Plume rise in
takeoff mode is not treated. Only Carson-Noses and Holland plume-rise
formulas (see, for example, Ref. 15) are currently available as options for
nonaircraft sources. No treatment of calm conditions other than persistence
of preceding or following nonzero wind conditions is included. The present
line-source algorithm is inefficient and has been shown to be inaccurate under
certain special input conditions. The dispersion parameters are based on
earlier dispersion modeling studies and the PGT stability classification
scheme. The recent recomendations of the AIS should be evaluated and
considered for incorporation into the AVAP models. Currently, the user must
either supply a value for the depth of the mixed layer or choose the default
procedult, which i based on the Holzworth climatological value for the
region. Some alternative, more adequate default procedure should be
developed. Specific Jet-engine thrust settings are assumed to correspond to
aircraft operational modes. These may require updating.

5.4.3 Updates Essential for Inert-Pollutant and/or Screening Applications

Updated, faster, more accurate line- and point-source dispersion
algorithm should be incorporated. Updated documentation to include the
latest improvements in algorithm and various parameter values should be
added. Dispersion parameters and the turbulence classification schema should
be updated. Updating of the aircraft plume-rise algorithm and initial-

dispersion parameters for all aircraft modes, especially takeoff, is needed.
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5.4.4 Additional Updates Desirabl, for Inert-Pollutant
and/or Screening Applications

If nonaircraft sources are to be considered, emission factors should be
updated. If calm conditions are of concern, a calm algorithm should be
incorporated. The original NTIS version should be replaced with Version 3 and
additional updates undertaken as indicated above.

5.4.5 Updates Needed for Reactive-Pollutant Applications

Development and testing of algorithm to treat NO/NO2 conversion in
aircraft plumes should be undertaken (see, for example, Ref. 17). Development
and testing of algorithms that can be used for treating more general reactive-
pollutant problems, including photochemical-smog formation and visibility
degradation, are needed. The above algorithm should be incorporated into a
general computational package for either research or regulatory applications,
as needed.

5.4.6 Revisions Needed to Enhance Usability

One approach to making AVAP mere usable, especially to a broader
spectrum of users, would be to redesign the computer code so that it could be
installed on microcomputer or minicomputer systems. This would require that
the emission and dispersion parts of the code be separated and that each part
be further subdivided into stand-alone modules. Zach module could be designed
to read in data from the user terminal or from one or two external storage
devices and to write data out onto one or two output data-storage devices that
could be accessed by subsequent modules. An interactive data-file editor
could be designed to further simplify the process of creating now data files
or editing existing ones. Using the interactive mode for data-file operations
and the batch mode for running computational codes could produce the optima
combination of ease of use and time saving.

A proposed new version of the AVAP model designed along the lines
indicated above is discussed further in Sec. 9 of this report.

... -
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6 SUMMARY AND EVALUATION OF THE AQAM COMPUTER MDDELS

6.1 THE AQAM

The AQAM is intended for use in evaluating the elr-quality impacts of
large military aviation facilities. As in the case of their civilian counter-

part (AVAP), the AQAN computer codes are user-oriented codes with great
flexibility. The user can elect to treat virtually any conceivable combina-
tion of aircraft, air-base, and environ sources likely to be encountered in or
around an air base. Aircraft sources in particular can be treated in

considerable detail - greater detail, in fact, than in the AVA" model. In
contrast to its civilian counterpart, AQAM Is composed of several stand-alone
but compatible computer codes:

e Source-Emission-Inventory Model

" Short-Term Emssion/Dispersion Model

" Long-Term Dispersion Model (Research Version and Appli-
cations Version)

The overall structure of the model ts shown in Fig. 3. The dashed
lines are used to distinguish the four separate component parts, which include
the three separate computer codes listed above and a "Meteorological Data
Program" that is operated on request by the Air Force Weather Service (ETAC).

The Short-Term mission/Dispersion Model is used to calculate hourly
average source-emisslon rates and pollutant concentrations. It utilizes
essentially the same point-, area-, and line-source dispersion algorithm as
the AVAP model. However, various updates and changes over the years have
resulted in some minor differences in so-- of the algorithm.

The Long-Term Dispersion Model has no equivalent in the AVAP model. It
employs a statisticl-cliatological-dispersion approach, as opposed to the
hour-by-hour approach, to compute long-term average pollutant concentrations
on a monthly or annual basis. Such averages can be computed for several
distinct daily ties intervals, as shown in Table 3. As indicated in Fig. 3,
the Long-Term Dispersion Model requires meteorological input data prepared
specifically for this purpose by ETAC.

There are two versions of the Long-Term Dispersion Model: the Research

Version and an abridged version referred to as the Applications Version. The
4- . abridged version is somewhat less flexible but requires substantially lese

computer run tie than the Research Version.

* The Source-lmission-Inventory Model is also a physically separate
computer code. It operates on user-input source data and produces a computer
file, containing source information and annual average emission rates, that

.. . . . .. , '- , ' I I'
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Table 3 Definition of Diurnal Time
Intervals Used in the AQAM Long-

Tern Dispersion Model

Time Interval
Period (LST) Interpretation

i 0000 - 2400 all hours of day

2 0600 - 1800 business hours

3 0600 - 0900 morning rush hours

4 0900 - 1500 midday

5 1500 - 1800 evening rush hours

6 1800 - 2100 late evening

7 2100 - 0600 nighttime

can be used as an end product or as input to one of the AQAM dispersion
models. The Source-Emlssion-Inventory Model organizes sources into aircraft,
air-base nonaircraft, and environ source types, as does the AVAP model. It
also defines point, line, and area source geometries. However, the structures
of these two codes differ in accordance with operational differences at
military and civilian facilities. Different aircraft types, operational

modes, and engine thrust settings are defined in these codes, and the AQAM, in
particular, places greater emphasis on aircraft-type-dependent operational
parameters. Whereas runway, and therefore taxiway, assignments are based on
aircraft range, wind direction, and airline in the AVAP model, they obey a
different set of constraints at military facilities. The dependence of runway
choice on wind direction, for example, is specified by the user in the form of

A a series of keys, that is, a sequence of ones and zeros, indicating whether
the runway is used, for each of 16 wind-direction sectors. This is a simpler
input scheme than the wind-quadrant procedure used in the AVAP model. Also,
rather than specifying a taxiway-segment aircraft-activity matrix as in the
AVAP model, AQAM employs taxiway trajectories, one for each runway-end and
aircraft-parking-area combination. Each such trajectory my contain several
straight-line taxiway segments. This scheme is better suited to military
facilities and is very convenient for the input-data compiler but is not
computationally optimal. In addition, military training flights and espe-
cially "touch-go" operations have no equivalent in commrcial airports and
therefore require special treatment in AQAM. Additional special military
sources treated in AQAM include training fires and engine test-stand

operations.

$p i ,
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6.2 EXISTING VERSIONS Of AQAK

Theorginl ~_I, as illustrated in Fig. 3, was described in deflll In
a technical document dated February 1975. An operator's guide was
published In 1976, and detailed descriptions of the computer codes themselves,
including f lowcha go 2 1nd subroutine descriptions, were published in three
separate documents in 1977. Between the time that the original technical
documentation was draf ted and the computer-code documentation was draf ted,
som changes were mae In the codes. Because no attempt was mae to update
the original technical documentation, some inconsistencies exist between the
computer-code and technical documentations.

After 1977, the Short-Term Emisson/Dispersion and Source-Emission-
Inventory codes were used primarily at Tyndall Air Force Base (AIR) for
environmental Impact studies, at Miramar Naval Air S"as for studies of naval-
aircraft impact and for validation studies, and at Argonne National Laboratory
for validation and sensitivity studies and for development of refinements and
improvements. Each of these groupe made modifications to the original
computer code to meet their sissions, so there are now three separate versions
of this model. No attempt will be sds here to review the Navy version of the
AQAN (see. for example, Rot. 23), but the other versions will be discussed In
comparison with the original version In some detail below.

6.2.1 Current Version of AQAM In Use at Tyndall APB (circa February 1982)

This version of the Short-Term Emission/Dispersion Model is essentially
the sam as that described In 1sf. 20. However, line-by-line comparisons have
revealed that some undocumented changes have been mae in the Tyndall version.
These include minor changes in the Inputs and outputs, additions of some
explanatory comments, and other minor coding changes of no consequence. One
change that will affect the computations is the incorporation of a terrain-
correction factor.

6.2.2 Validatlon-Study Version

Argonne National Laboratory prepared two slightly different versions of
the AQAN computer code for purposes of performiff RIfculatione and comparing
results with observations made at William A13. 7 hese versions, AQIN I

4 - and AQAK It. are briefly described In Rese. 24 and 25. AQAN I wa set up to
operate is precisely the *am way that the original AWA normally would be
operated by a moser. Naely, It accepts anneal average emssion data, which
are subsequently reduced to hourly average emission rat"s using built-is
algorithm that require as Input various time-of-year, day-of-week, and
tims-of-day emission-distribution parameters. AQAN It, an the other head, mes
an up to stilie observed hourly aircraft activity data takes at Villiam

AFB,. With regard to the disperaion algerithos, AQN I and *AM 11 are
idesticoi. Naever, *AQ: I se- 11 are m ientical, to the versien described
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in the original code documentation mentioned above. The differences are
listed below:

* Different treatment of calm conditions.

e Different output structure.

9 Use of a modified line-source dispersion algorithm,
together with a more accurate "error function" subroutine.

* Other minor differences in coding.

The different treatment of calm conditions constitutes a major
improvement in the Short-Term Emission/Dispersion Model. Unfortunately,
documentation is presently limited to a technical description of the calm
algorithm in draft form and a computer code listing. The use of a slightly
modified line-source algorithm and a more accurate "error function" resulted
In a substantial improvement in the accuracy of the code under certain rather
special conditions but required only minor changes to the original computer
code.

6.2.3 Other Changes

The only other major change of note has been the development of a
completely new line-source algorithm. This algorithm has not been
incorporated Into any version of the Short-Term Emissiton /Dispersiton Model as
of yet, and it has not been formally published, although a technical
description of the algorithm does exist in draft form and a code listing is
available. This development results in a substantial improvement in the
computer run time over that of the original algorithm, as well as a
significant Increase in accuracy. The Increase In accuracy is only really
significant for certain rather special combinations of input parameters that
resulted In erroneous output from the original code.

6.3 OMPARISON OF THlE VARIOUS VERSIONS OF THE SHORT-TERM AQAM

for purposes of this comparison, the three versions of the Short-Term
AQAM shall be referred to as follows:

Version 1: Original documented version of the Short-Term
Model

Version 2: Version used In the William API validation study

Version 3: Present Tyndall APB version, February 16, 1982

.778r -4



6.3.1 Treatment of Low Wind Speeds 
I7

Versions 1 and 3 both assume that if the wind speed is lose than I mph,
the wind speed and direction are set to the nearest nonzero hourly value.
Version 2 uses the calm algorithm.

6.3.2 Treatment of Lid Height or Mixing Depth

Versions 1 and 3 both require hourly values as Input. Version 2 uses
either the Notaki equation (see Ref. 25, p. 60) or hourly Input values from
acoustic sounder data obtained at William A15. If the wind to calm, Version
2 assumes pollutants are uniformly mixed in the vertical direction within the
mixed Layer.

6.3.3 Error Function

All three versions require the use of an error-function subroutine that
is called by the line-source algorithm. Versions I and 3 use the same error-
function subroutine. Version 3 uses a superior subroutine. In addition,
there io also a minor change In the line-source algorithm itself in Version 2
that corrects an error that occurs only for certain combinations of Input
var iab les.

6.3.4 Terrain Correction Factor

Version 2 employs a terrain correction factor; the other tvo versions
do not.

6.3.5 Plum Rise

Briggs's plume-rise forula has been added as an option to Version 3
but not to the other two.

d6.3.6 Treatment of Large Area Sources

All three versions treat large area sources using the same algorithm.
However, this algorithm is not documented In the technical report dated
February 1975. It is an Improved treatment compared with that described In
the February 1975 document.
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6.3.7 Input/Output Structure

There are some differences in the Input/output statements appearing in
the three codes. Theme differences do not affect the operation of the codes
themselves.

6.4 AQAN EVALUATION

6.4.1 Intended Uses and Strengths

The AQAM package was originally designed for use on large, fast, mans-
frame computer facilities by environmental and computer staff at various Air
Force installations. It was to be used to compute emissions and air quality
on either a short-term or long-term basis. The models are very flexible and
can be used for a wide variety of air-quality problems. Separate emission and

dispersion computations can be performed. Considerable freedom of choice is
available to the user regarding types of sources to be included in a
particular calculation and the level of detail of treatment. At the time of
development, the computer codes incorporated state-of-the-art emissions and
dispersion modeling techniques for nonreactive pollutants (over time intervals
of one hour) and for transport distances of the order of several kilometers
away from the military installation. Provisions for treating a wide variety
of aircraft, nonaircraft air-base, and environ sources were incorporated. The

codes were designed to accept meteorological data routinely collected at air
bases and processed by ETAC. The Long-Term Model, in particular, operates on
a climatological Joint stability and wind-rose data set prepared specifically
by ETAC for that purpose. The original version of the AQAM computer codes is
well documented, and the Short-Term Model, especially, has undergone extensive
testing,. Tests have incluetapplication to both the Washington ?tional
Airport and William AF "  and extensive sensitivity analysis. The
Long-Term Model has been tested using hypothetical data bases only. Both the
research and the applications versions of the Long-Term Model have been tested
using hypothetical data bases and have ien compared against each other and
have undergone some sensitivity analyses.

6.4.2 Limitations and Weaknesses

Model Usability

The generality sad flexibility built into the original AQAM computer
codes, along with the ability to treat aircraft operations at Air Force bases
in great detail, has generated two problem that have limited the codes' use
at various Air Force installations. First, the potential user tends to be put
off by being confronted with having to proceed step-by-step through the user's
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guide, which requires him to make a large number of technical decisions and to
gather, if the problem warrants it, a large body of Information; this can be a
very manpower-intensive process. Of course, if the scope of the problem is
small, the input information requirements are correspondingly small.
Nevertheless, even if the problem Is a simple one, the novice user is still
faced with what he may regard as an awesome task of becoming familiar with the
general input structure and operation of the computer codes. The other
problem is related to computer facility requirements. If the number of
sources, especially line sources, used in the problem is large, then the
computer run time, especially on older facilities, can be excessively long.
Furthermore, regardless of the scope of the problem, the computer core-storage
requirement is large and, in fact, often too large for the many cumputer
installations at which severe constraints are placed on users for one reason
or another.

Documentation

Although the original AQAI has been fully documented, a number of code
changes and updates have been implemented by Air Force personnel in the
Tyndall version and by Argonne staff in the version used in the William APS
Validation Study. These changes, especially those Implemented at Argonne,
affect mdel performance under certain conditions. The published documen-
tation has not been correspondingly updated.

Technical Issues

The technical limitations and weaknesses of the AQAN dispersion codes
are essentially the same as those of the AVAP computer codes (see Sec. 5.4.2)
with the following exceptions:

• The MM H codes have not been updated to include the results
of the Dulles and Washington National airport experiments
regarding jet-aircraft plum rise and initial dispersion.

a The AQAM Short-Term Nodal (the version used in the William
AFS Validation Study) contains a calm algorithm, whereas

the AVAP model does not. AQAX also contains a superior
"error function" subroutine that eliminates som of the
numerical problem arising from certain combinations of
inputs to the AVAP code.

a The Willias APB Validation Study version also contains the
default option of using the Nosaki equation to compute
mixing depth. However, this equation has been shown to be
inadequate. A better default option is required. The
default algorithm used in the AVAP model, although not

IiAll!I
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adequate either, is probably superior to the Nosaki
equation.

• The level of treatment of aircraft and air-base sources
available to the user in the AQAK is probably unnecessarily
detailed. For most purposes, the number of source types
could be reduced and the use of aircraft-dependent
operational parameters could be replaced with the use of
generic operational parameters.

6.4.3 Updates Essential for Inert-Pollutant and/or Screening Applications

See Sec. 5.4.3.

6.4.4 Additional Updates Desirable for Inert-Pollutants and/or Screening
Applications

See Sec. 5.4.4. In addition, the documentation should be updated, and
minor differences among existing versions of the AQAM should be eliminated.

6.4.5 Updates Needed for Reactive-Pollutant Modeling

See Sec. 5.4.5.

6.4.6 Revisions Needed to Enhance Usability

As with the AVAP computer code, the best way to improve the usability
of the AQAM codes, especially to make it useful to a broader spectrum of
users, is to redesign the codes so that they can be operated on microcomputer
or minicomputer systems. Although the emission and dispersion computer codes
for the Short-Term Model are already separated, the separation is incomplete.
For example, emission rates dependent on the specific hour of simulation or on
the associated meteorology for that hour are still computed within the short-

d term emission/dispersion computer program. Furthermore, and even more
important, the structure of the AQAM codes and the size of the arrays used to
store input data preclude the use of computers having only modest core
storage. Hence, a course of action similar to that briefly outlined in Sec.
5.4.6 for the AVAP model could be taken for the kQAK as well. Proposed new
designs for both the AVAP model and AQAM are discussed in Sec. 9.

A
I
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7 MDDEL CODNPARISONS AND RECOI ENDATIONS

Although the AVAP model and AQAM started off having virtually the same
dispersion algorithm, these algorithms have evolved along somewhat separate
paths due to various updates and refinements. The purpose of the present
comparison is to point out the similarities and differences and to select,
where possible, the best that each model has to offer. These "best" offerings

could then be used to guide the development of a new composite or joint
military/civilian dispersion package. For some features of the dispersion
problem, neither model treatment my be completely satisfactory. In such
cases, other alternatives are suggested.

For the purposes of this comparison, the version of the AVAP model used
in the Updated Assessment of Air Quality Impacts at Major U.S. Airports21 " 2 5

and the version of the AQAM used in the William AFS Validation Study (AQA/ I
is technically equivalent to AQAM II) will be used.

Table 4 summsrizes the methods used by each of these two models to
treat each feature of the modeling problem. Recommendations for the "best"
method of treating each feature are also given in the table.

44
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8 WHICH DIRECTION SHOULD FUTURE EFFORTS TAKE? - A DECISION TREE

A combination of changing operational and technical requirements for
models and computer codes; advances in the state of the art of modeling;
availability of modern, low-cost microcomputers and minicomputers; and numer-
ous inconsistencies between various currently in-use versions of AVAP and AQAK
computer codes and documentation raises a number of interrelated questions
regarding where future efforts should be headed.

For example, should research and development (R&D) tasks be undertaken
to advance the state of the art of emission and/or dispersion modeling or
should future efforts be directed more toward applications issues and, in
particular, toward Improvement of model usability?

Should the inconsistencies that have been pointed out between various
computer codes and their documentation be resolved now or should such updating
be postponed until al1ready-deve loped, superior algorithmi are incorporated
into the codes? Alternatively, should the AQA4 and AVAP packages continue to
be supported as separate systeim or should a joint package that takes advan-
tage of the best elements of both systems be developed? Should that joint
package incorporate all of the latest algorithm? Should fu :ther efforts to
improve or update the current large models be suspended in favor of designing
new versions specifically for modern microcomputers and/or minicomputers?

These issues and others point to the need for a systematic decision-
making procedure. One approach to such a systematic procedure is to formulate
a "decision tree" that reveals the various options and their consequences.
Figure 4 show a first attempt at a decision tree developed for the purpose of
sorting out some of the options for proceeding with the AVAP model and AQAII.
No attempt is made to display all of the possible options or to even fullyt
characterize the options that are given. Rather, this decision tree should be
regarded simply as a guide to future decision making. Alternative branches
can be readily added and further expanded.

The decision tree contains question sarks that are located at branch
points or decision points. The straight lines radiating from each question

4 mark Indicate the alternative paths that various decisions will lead to. For
example, on the first diagram, the first question mark requiring a decision
refers to the question of whether to support applications or RID-related
work. The line going to the left shows the "applications branch." Following
along the "applications branch," the next decision concerns the choice between
"user" and "specialist" models. following the "user branch," the next

decision concerns the choice between separate AVAP and AQAlI packages and a
Joint Air Quality Modeling Package (JAQNF), etc. The circled letters, which
appear at the lower extremities of each of the branches, refer to continua-
tions that are shown on subsequent pages.
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9 OUTLINE OF A PROPOSED NEV DESIGN FOR THE AVAP AND AQAM EMISSION MODELS

A now computational system consisting of a set of stand-alone computer

progreas bo eing recommnded for use in cases in which the scope of the

problem does not warrant, or available computer facilities do not permit, the
use of the full AVAP model or AQAM. To date. only the emission portion, or
"front end," of the system has been considered in any detail.

A descriptive outline of the system is presented in this section,

together with som sacro flowcharts Illustrating its overall structure and
major components. This section also contains soes discussion of the rationale

leading to the design choices embodied in the new system. Detailed flowcharts

and descriptions of data-file structures and contents are contained in

Ref. 30.

The overall structure of the civilian and military versions of the new

system is sufficiently similar that only a single, generic system needs to be

described. When necessary, distinguishing features applicable only to the

military or civilian versions will be noted.

The new computational system is designed in a modular fashion to
accommodate small computers, while at the sam time provtding the user with

the flexibility to treat a variety of source types and configurations and to
perform either emissions or pollutant-concentration calculations. Each module

or subprogram is designed to read, at most, one or two input data files and
write, at most, one or two output data files. New files can be created from
scratch or old data files can be edited as required. For a given type of

problem, only those subprogram and corresponding data files that are required

are actually used. This saves a considerable amount of core storage as
compared with the full AVAP or AQAM computer codes.

The emission and dispersion portions of the system are completely

separated from each other, eliminating the need to provide core storage for

both when only one portion my actually be required. In the AVAP model, both

portions are combined into a single code. In AQAM, the source emission
inventory is compiled and annual average emission rates are computed in the
Source-Raission-Inventory Model computer code. The remaining short-term
emission and dispersion model calculations are performed in the 8hort-Term
Emision/ Dispersion Model computer code. Figure 5 illustrates the AQAN

Short-Tern Model computer-code structure. All of the subroutines contained
within the dotted line are associated with the computation of short-term
emission rates. These subroutines at their equivalents would be placed in
separate modules in the new computational system. furthermore, whereas it is
now necessary to place the entire emission inventory into core to compute the
pollutant-concentretion contribution from each source, in the nam system only
one source will occupy the core at a time! This will result tn a very
substantial reduction in core-etorage routremeots,4i
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For user convenience, a special module is proposed that will create or
edit the basic input data files. It will be operable in the interactive wode,
while the min computational routines will be operable in the batch mode.
This mixed-mode system will simplify the user's task of compiling the Input
data files, while avoiding the necessity of long sessions at the computer
terminal during the longer run times required by the computational program.

9.1 OVEKALL STRUCTURE OF THlE NEW SYSTEM

An overview of the new computational system Is shown In Fig. 6. Note
that the user is expected to have access to a microcomputer or minicomputer
system that utilizes at least tvo permanent storage devices (e.g., disk
readeru/writers). This hardware requirement is necessary for the efficient
interactive processing of input and output data files. Once these files have
been prepared. they are subsequently used by the computational computer
routines to generate either emission rates or ambient concentrations. It is
desirable, but not essential, to have access to a minfram computer for doing
the batch mode emission and dispersion calculations. (Microcomputers or
minicomputers may be used if the number of sources to be analyzed is small.)

I !A< 
ATAFUS

b D(ZSSOUKTPUT DATA

EMcNAISN AIANKMISO/ISMSO

GR.APICS
Mani= OR

Fig. 6 Interactive and Batch-Id Comuter Operationas
-e An Overview of the Comptational. System
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Figures 7a and 7b show macro flowcharts of the short-term (hourly)
emissions and dispersion portions of the system, respectively. In both charts

the mor processing steps are shown to the left in rectangular boxes, with

the processing sequence proceeding downward as indicated by the arrows. The

boxes and arrows shown on a particular horizontal line represent the input of

data from data files and the processing of data to create or edit the data

files needed to carry out the major steps shown to the left. Note that the

various data files are identified by numbers for convenience.

Each of the data-processing steps along a horizontal line or the malor

qtepm In the vi-rtical line can be performed as separate, isolated computer
operations or clustered together as dictated by the optimal use of the user's

computational facilities. For example, beginning on the first line of the

first chart, the user may elect to input data via the Interactive Data-File
Program (I.D.F.P.) and create File I in a single operation. le may then
create File 2 in another step. Then he can exercise the aircraft-source-

emissions code that requires File I and File 2 as inputs and that generates

File 7 as an output in a single batch-mode operation.

Note that at the end of the second chart, the user Is given several
output options. In general, the user should be given the choice of outputting

indivldual or Accumulated source contributions to pollutant concentrations at
eAch receptor.

9.2 LONG-TERM EMISSION ESTIMATES

The macro flowcharts shown in Figs. 7a and 7b Illustrate only the

short-term (hourly) emission and dispersion calculations. In addition, it may

he desirable, for emission-reporting purposes, to also compute annual average
emissions.* In some cases, only annual average emissions may be required.

For the sake of computational efficiency, it is worthwhile to have separate
computer programs for estimating hourly and annual average emissions. Note

that simply scaling hourly emissions up or annual emissions down may not be

satisfactory, since the hourly average emission rates of interest may not be
typical for the entire year.

Figure 8 illustrates a straightforward procedure for structuring an

annual-average-emisston computation routine. Note that such a routine

requires the use of LTe-cycle-type emission factors.

9.3 DATA FILRS AND TRE IIITIRACTIVE DATA-FILE PROGRM

The new computational system makes extensive use of data files. These
files are the means by which one module, representing one step in the

*This has been a traditional requirement for military purposes.
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computational system, passes on information to a subsequent step. It is, in
fact, the us* of data files that enables the otherwise lengthy computer
program to be broken down into small odules that can be handled independently
of each other, thus greatly reducing core storage and computer-run time
requirements.

Two general types of data files are envisioned for use by the
computational system, permanent data files and problem-specific data files.
The first type will contain data, such as emission factors and other parameter
values, that are not expected to be changed very often. The second type will
contain data, such as source descriptions and activity at a particular
facility, that would be expected to change at least partially from computer
run to computer run.

Strictly as a convenience to users, it is worthwhile considering a
data-file-processing computer program that could be used either to create new
data files from scratch or to modify or edit existing data files. For even
greater convenience, the computer program could be designed to operate in the
interactive mode.

An interactive data-file program could operate as follows. It would
comunicate with a computer-terminal user by issuing massages, asking
questions, and making requests for input data. The user would respond by
keying in answers, comands, or data. The program should be able to reed in
data keyed in from the user's terminal or from data files on storage
devices. It should also be able to list the contents of data files at the
computer terminal, generate hard copy, or write data files onto storage
devices. When modifying an existing data file, the program should provide the
option of either writing over the old data file or leaving it intact and
writing the modified data file oato an entirely new space.

For convenience, it may be worthwhile for the data-file program to be
capable of working Wth a number of different types of data files. For
example, it my be useful to have one program that could create or modify
several of the data files indicated in Figs. 7& and 7b. To use a program with
this capability, the user would simply supply the file type or number upon
request by the data file program.

d A macro flowchart of an example of an interactive data file program is
illustrated in fig. 9. A detalled-example flowchart is given in Ref. 30.

9.4 OUCZE TYMES TO K COMIOEIJD

gxcept in special cases, it is generally adequate to treat only the
major emitters at an aircraft facility. These include: aircraft operations
(especially ground operations), aircraft service vehicles, ad civilian and
military access vehicles.

A i inu i
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In general, the greatest attention to detail should be given to

locating aircraft ground operations. This includes aircraft parking and
servicing areas, taxiway segments, aprons adjacent to the ends of runways,
where queuing occurs, and runways.

In general, ground operations that deviate from a simple, nonstop
aircraft movement should be accounted for, since such operations determine
initial pollutant concentration patterns. Particular attention should be

given to queuing at runways or service areas and congestion that leads to
slower-than-normal taxiing. Provisions for both queuing and reduced taxiing
speeds should be incorporated into the model design.

Most other sources, either because of their low emission rates or

intermittent operations, do not make significant contributions to overall air
quality. However, in certain special cases it my be necessary to treat one
or more of the following:

• Hydrocarbon evaporative losses from fuel storage and

handling. Parked vehicles are a major source of
evaporative losses.

" Emissions from power-generating or space-heating/cooling

facilities.

" Incinerators.

" Engine test stands.

• Training fires.

In addition, if the problem involves toxic substances, such sources
should be given special treatment. Only emission factors for the "criteria"

pollutants should be stored in the computer codes and data files. Special

provision shotld be made for inputting emissions from nonroutine sources
directly rather than storing a great variety of special emission factors.

It should be borne in mind that, since there is no health-related

standard for hydrocarbons (tCs), it is not necessary to produce detailed
dispersion-model estimates for this pollutant category. Of course, KC
emissions from combustion sources can be routinely produced, if needed,
without any significant additional effort, provided the necessary emission
factors are stored in the data files. Evaporative HC emissions are another
matter* Fortunately, studies at commrcial airports indicate that iC
emissions due to evaporation tend to make up a fairly small fraction of total
NC emissions due to both combuation and evaporation. Evaporative loseas
associated with storage tanks In particular constitute a small fraction of
total evaporative losses at both coumrcial and military facilitiee.

Evaporation from parked vehicles exceeds that associated with storage tanks at

ittlari mi ... 2 _ ,,, 7- l Z I iOMU
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both types of facilities. Also, depending on how spillage during aircraft
filling and fuel line venting is handled, these may constitute Important
sources of evaporative HCs. See Sec. 10.5 for further details.

9.5 AIRCRAFT SOURCES AND OPERATIONAL MODES

The aircraft operational modes that have been used for modeling
military and civilian aircraft facilities are listed in Table 5. Note that
there are three special modes unique to air bases, namly idle during arming,
idle during disarming, and touch-go training flights. These latter operations
do not occur at all military facilities and, when they do occur, they are
generally limited to certain squadrons only.

It is important to observe in Table 5 that, basically, only six engine
modes are defined for both the military and civilian aircraft operations.
Hence, the computer program used to compute aircraft-source emissions can be
structured in essentially the same way for both types of facilities.

For simplicity, it is recomended that emission factors be stored by
engine mode on a per aircraft-type basis rather than on a per engine-type
basis.

It is further recommnded that, for purposes of air-quality computa-
tion, only the ground-based aircraft operations be included. (See Sec. 10.3
for a possible exception to this rule.) The airborne operations are known to
make only very small contributions to ground-level pollutant concentrations.
However, because the user my wish to test this point, or because he my wish
to compute the emissions due to airborne operations, it Is advisable to
provide an option to include the airborne sources and computation of emissions
from airborne operations. If such an option is provided, the airborne sources
should be restricted to one approach path and one departure path per runway.
Each such path could have up to two components, one extending from the ground
to some nominal height of say 100 m or 200 m and the other from there to
perhaps 1000 m. This is the way the present AVAP model is designed. The AQAM,

4. however, presently uses aircraft-type-dependent approach and departure
paths. This latter degree of detail disproportionately increases the

4 computational requirements without attendant significant changes in accuracy
of emissions or pollutant-concentration calculations.

4 With respect to ground-based aircraft sources, it is recomnded that
two additional sources be considered for inclusion: first, one or two line
sources per runway for queued aircraft and second, a short taxivay segment to
connect the end of the taxiway with the start end of the runway takeoff
roll. Inclusion of these two source types will greatly Improve the accuracy
of the spatial distribution of the taxiway emissions and consequently will
improve the spatial resolution of the pollutant-concentration calculations.
During high-aircraft-activity periods, up to 502 or more of the ground-besed
aircraft emissions can be attributed to such sources (primarily the line
sources representing the aircraft queues).
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Table Sa Military Aircraft Mode Definitions

SIe Mods ot ngfine Node
Aircraft Operational Node Thrust Setting Number

I Idle at startup Idle 3
2 Taxi before takeoff Idle 3
3 Enin Chack at ruM, ed Nilitary 4
4 mmay fell Nlitary or afterburner 5
5 Cliumbout Step I Military or afterburner 5
6 Climbout Step 2 Nilitary or afterburner 5
I Approach Scep I Iatermediate I
8 Approach Step 2 Intermdiate 1
9 lading on ruamy Mized 2

10 Taut after landing Idle 3
11 Idle at shutdown Idle 3

Special Nod@

12 idle dories arming Idle 3
13 Idle during disarmien Idle 3
14 Touch-go runay roll e  Idle (?) 3
15 Auxiliary power unit operation - 6

aTeuch-go approach path - conventlonal apprach
Touch-go climboat path - conventional climbout but spatially displaced.

Table Sb Civilian Aircraft Mode Definitionsalb

tngins Node or nitne Node
Aircraft Operational Nods Thrust Setting Iamber

I Approach stop I Approach I
2 Approach stop 2 Approach I
3 tmdis Mimed 2
4 Inb mnd taxi Idle 3
Sldle at sutdown Idle 3
Sile at startup Idle 3

. Outbom taxi Idle 36 kmo-y roll Takeof f 4

9 Clibaft I Climaet S10 Cliubest 2 Climbout 5
II Auxiliary power unit operation -6

be4msio factor* are stared for ech distinct aircraft type,
eonn ends member (for militaryt 5 aircraft * I auxiliary
panel uit)& for eivillon: 5 aircraft + I auxiliary power
mit). end pollutant type.

Nueer ae et hes to euter the mumber of enginse per aircraft
type.

a
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The short line source connecting the taxiway with the start of the
runway takeoff roll is intended to be assigned the emissions associated with
the final aircraft maneuvers, generally including a 90 or 180" turn plus a
pause prior to takeoff clearance.

The line sources associated with the runway queue would be assigned all
extra emissions associated with delays in takeoff due to queuing. A recom-
mended procedure for dealing with runway queues is described in Sec. 9.6.

One additional refinement is recommended for inclusion in treating
taxiway segments. A minimam time spent on any segment should be defined
(noinally 30 sec). The time spent on a particular segment should be taken as
the maim. of this minimum time and the time computed using taxiing speed and
segment length. This procedure will avoid any unrealistically short times and
allow for aircraft turning.

Generally, the user should be advised to keep the number of Individual
taxiway line segments to a minimum to reduce computational and input
requirements.

9.6 AIRC.AFT QUEUING

In view of the Importance of aircraft runway queuing, or aircraft
queuing In other locations for that matter, It is worthwhile devoting some
detailed attention to it. To cover the widest possible number of situations,
it is recommended the user be given three options:

1. Ignore queuing altogether.

2. Include queuing as treated by queuing algorithm

incorporated in the computer program.

3. Include queuing, but user supplies his own delay times.

If option 2 or 3 above is selected, the user should then be required to

provide the following information:

o For option 2 or 3, give the identification number of one or
two taxiway segments that will contain the aircraft queue
for each runway. Taxiway segments must always be straight-
line segments. Because of taxivay configuration and
anticipated queue lengths, it my be necessary to use two
taxiway segments to contain the entire queue. (Queuing of
greater complexity could be handled, but the queuing
algorithm used by the computer code become cumbersome.)

a For option 3, give the average delay time for each aircraft
entering the queue. If the user selects this option, it

pIIiI
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will be assumed that the extra emiesions due to queuing are
uniformly distributed over the taxiway segments designated
by the user for the queue.

If the user selects option 2, the computer algorithm can compute the
queue length and compare it with the length of the taxiway segments designated
by the user. If the actual queue length differs significantly from the length
of the taxiway segment, then the code can define new line sources colinear
with the taxiway segments to represent the queue.

The queuing algorithm itself can be based upon the following hypo-
thesis,3 1 which is itself based on classical queuing theory. The proposed
hypothesis says that all aircraft must stop and wait to be served (by the
runway) and that the average number of aircraft waiting to be served is given
by:

where:

N - the number of departing aircraft (Nd) waiting to be served
plus the number of arriving aircraft (N.) waiting to be
served.

V -the aircraft traffic volume, i.e., the number of aircraft
using the runway for both arrivals (n) and departures
(nd) per hour, and

C - the runway capacity (the maximum possible number of
arriving and departing aircraft that can be served per
hour).

Note that this is a steady-state hypothesis. It is assumed that the aircraft
traffic volume, V, persists for more than one hour. The actual number of
aircraft in the queue will, of course, fluctuate from time to time. N is to
be regarded as an average value over the hour.

Since the queue contains both arriving (Na ) and departing (Nd ) aircraft
in general, and since only the departure queue is of concern, a way meat be
found to determine the number of aircraft in the departure queue (Nd )
separately. Rare it is assumed that Nd is proportional to the total number of
departing aircraft (ad) Hence:

sIa
of (2)
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nd
It follows that Nd -N or using Eq. 1:

d _ 
(3)

If all of the aircraft in the queue were of the same type, the length
of the departure queue would be given by:

L - Nd (4)

where D - distance occupied by one aircraft. If semal aircraft types are
involved, then the number of aircraft of each type (Nt) must be estimated.
Then the length of the departure queue is giv*n by:

L- ID t  (5)

The distance occupied by each aircraft type (Di) can be roughly estimated to
be 2 to 2.5 aircraft lengths. The number of aircraft of each type in the
queue (Nt) can be roughly estimated from the ratio of the number of that type
using the runway for departure (nt) to the total number of aircraft ustng that
runway for departure (nd). That is:

N I n I nt
T or Ni N (6)

Finally, the average extra ties in minutes per departtn aircraft due
to queuing, not tncludtng the taxi time in the absence of queuing, is the sam
for all aircraft types and is given by:

6Nd 60 nd
T - -or F- - (7)

The one parameter left to be estimated is the runway capacity, C. A
detailed evaluation of C based upon all the available data is beyond the scope
of the present effort to outline the new computational system. Rowever, ai preliminary review of some date suggests that C to In the eighborhood of

46. For example, if the hourly rate of departures (nd ) and arrivals (na ) on a
runway were 30 and 12, respectively, then from Sq. 1, the average number of
aircraft waiting runway service would be seven. Of these, five would be in
the departure queue according to Sq. 3. Consequently, each aircraft that
enters the departure queue would have to wait 6.25 sin according to Sq. 7.

It to worth noting that if a commrcial rumwy wer used exclusively

for departures, it could accomodate about 60 aircraft per hour. If it were
used exlusively for arrivals, it could accommodate about 40 aircraft per
hear, allowing for a separation time of 1.5 idn. Rence, the value of C ts
expected to Its between the values of 40 ad 60 aircraft per hout. aemorally,
rumys we sot used exclusively for arrivals or departures.

.. ...... . " II4
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It is worth stressing here that N and T are average values only.
Furthermore, the proposed queuing algorithm is only a hypothesis, and the
suggested value of C is only an estimate. It is strongly recommended that the
hypothesis be tested and tha the value of C (which would be stored in the
permanent aircraft data file) be evaluated using data for various aircraft
facilities.

It should be noted that the AQAM did not use any queuing algorithm and
the AVAP model used a queuing algorithm based on O'Hare Airport data only.
Unfortunately, very little information exists on the basis for the form of the
AVAP queuing algorithe. Essentially, the latter algorithm has the form:

ndT - d+ ) (8)

where:

T - delay time in minutes per aircraft, and

nd - number of departures.

For the example given above, if nd - 30 aircraft per hour, T - II min. The
AVAP queuing algorithm has a simple linear dependence on the aircraft traffic
volume, whereas in the algorithm proposed here (see Eq. 1), V appears in both
the numerator and denominator in such a way that as V approaches the runway
capacity, C. the number of aircraft in the queue, and therefore the delay
time, rapidly increases. This Is as expected, since once the traffic flow
exceeds the runway capacity, the queue length simply increases with time, and
there is no longer any meaning to the idea of an average (steady-state) length
of the queue. When V is relatively small compared with C, the delay time is
smaller for the proposed algorithm than for the original AVAP algorithm.I

The proposed queuing algorithm can be coded in a subroutine called
"QUEUE," which would function as follows. QUEUE is called from the Aircraft-
Source-Emasion-Inventory code whenever the queue flag IQUEFL - I. If IQUEFL
- 0, queuing is ignored. If IQURFL - 2, the user must input the queuing times
QUET (IR) for each runway (IR). All aircraft types suffer the sam time delay
caused by the queue at a runway.

QUEUE performs the following functions for each runway:

I. It computes the number of aircraft in the queue.

2. It apportions this mmber amongst the different types of
aircraft. The number of aircraft of a given type in the
queue ts likely to be a noniuteger.

3. It estimates the physical lmgth of the queue (QL). V
saw
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4. It compares QL with the length of the first taxiway
segment (TSL) to which the queue is assigned by the
user. If QL - TSL k 202, a variable called "FLAG" is set
- 1, and the extra emissions due to queuing are uniformly
distributed over the first taxiway segment used for
queuing. If QL ( TSL - 202, FLAG is set a 2 and a new
line source, colinear with the taxivay segment, to
defined. The extra emissions due to queuing are then
assigned to this new line source. If QL > TSL + 202, FLAG
is set - 3, and the queuing emissions are apportioned to
the two taxiway segments designated by the user for the
queue. The first taxiway segment is assigned emissions
corresponding to the fraction TSL/QL of the total delay
time. The remainder, namely that associated with the
fraction (0 - TSL/QL), is assigned to a new line source of
length QL - TSL that is colinear with the second taxiway
segment used for queuing.

5. Finally, the subroutine QUEUE returns the value of FLAG
along vith the value of the extra queuing time per
aircraft "TQUE" (for FLAG - 1 or 2) and the value of
"TQUEP" if LAG - 3. "TQU" and TQUEP" are the name of
variables used to store the delay times assigned to the
first and, if used, the second taxiway segments (or line
sources) designated by the user to contain the queue.

If a new line source is defined, its second end-point coordinates are
identical to those of the taxivay segment with which it is colinear. Its
first end-point coordinates are given by:

XQ1 a X1 + TSL (X 2 - X1 ), and (9)TSL 2

1Q 1, TL (YQI= Y +TSL I (2 " TI)

where (XiTi) and (X2.12) refer to the first and second end points of the
taxivay segment colinear with the aem line source, respectively.

A detailed flowchart of subroutin QUEU is given in Ref. 30.

9.7 AIRCRAFT SItVICR-VEICLI 1NISSIO1

To simplify the computation of emissions from aircraft service
vehicles, a single emission factor should be defined that represento the
missions from all service vehicles used to service a single aircraft of a
given type. For a civilias airport, the user is aked to eater the member of

, , 4.
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aircraft of each type that vil be serviced during the hour of interest at
each aircraft gate area. For a military air base, the user is asked to enter

the number of aircraft of each type that will require shutdown servicing

during the hour of interest at each aircraft parking area and the number that
will require startup service during the same hour (not necessarily the same
aircraft). The difference between civilian and military operations is that
commercial aircraft are routinely turned around with a single, more or less
continuous servicing operation lasting 30-60 min, whereas military aircraft
may be serviced in two separate operations, depending on whether the aircraft
are transient or permanently assigned to a base. Some of the military
aircraft my undergo only one turnaround, while others may be turned around
several times in a given day. Hence, whereas one service-vehicle emission
factor for ach aircraft type will suffice at a commercial airport, separate
service-vehicle emission factors for shutdown and startup operations are
required for each aircraft type at a military air base.

The military service-vehicle emission factors originally used in AOA4
have recently been updated by the staff at Tyndall APB. These updated factors

should be Implemented in the new computational system in the permanent
aircraft data file.

The civilian service-vehicle emission factors originally used in AVAP
were based on a study at O'Hare Airport (circa 1972) and have not been
updated. The types of service vehicles used at O'Hare Airport are listed in
Table 6 along with the total service times (sum of service times for alt

service vehicles of the same type) per aircraft type. This information was
compiled from questionnaires sent to the various airlines. The emission rates

for each of these vehicle types were determined by comparing vehicle
characteristics with those of vehicles for which EPA emtssion-factor data had

been published. They should be updated before being incorporated in the
permanent aircraft data file of the new computational system.

A procedure for computing aircraft service-vehicle emissions in airport

gate areas is outlined below. (A similar procedure could be used for startup
and shutdown servicing operations at a military facility.) The objective, of

course, is to compute total emissions per pollutant type per aircraft
serviced. Since the total time required to perform all services ranges from
30 sin to 60 es, service-vehicle emissions most be allocated to the proper
model hour.* That is, all aircraft arriving at the airport during a given
hour may not all be serviced during that hour. However, other aircraft that
arrived during a previous hour my be serviced during the model hour. The
user should have the option to specify any number that he wishes for aircraft

being serviced during the model hour. That number does not have to bear any
relationship to the number of aircraft arriving or departing during the model

hour.

.*1m! for Which enimstes calculation is being performed.
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Table 6 Total Hinutes of Service-Vehicle Operation
Allocated to Servicing Each Aircraft Type

Aircraft Type

1* 2* 3* 4* 5 6 7 8 9 10
Vehicle Type 727 DC9 737 C5 RAC YS B9 PH1 70 GA

I Tractor 66 48 85 55 50 50 0 0 0 0

2 belt Loader 28 15 30 0 25 25 0 0 0 0

3 Container Loader 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 Cabin Service Truck 12 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 Lavatory Truck 15 15 15 10 10 10 5 5 5 0

6 Water Truck 0 10 0 10 10 10 5 5 5 0

7 Food Truck 17 17 20 10 10 10 0 0 0 0

8 Fuel Truck 20 15 15 10 20 20 10 10 10 0

9 Tow Tractor 10 5 5 5 5 5 0 0 0 0

10 Conditioner 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

11 Aircraft Starting
Unit, Transporting
and Dieael Engines 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

12 Ground Power Unit,
Transporting and
Gasoline Engines 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

13 Ground Power Unit,
Diesel Engine 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

14 Transporter 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

*Also serviced by an auxiliary power unit (APU).

p-
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1. USER INPUTS TOTAL TIMES REQUIRED TO SERVICE I TYPE [AC
AIRCRAFT WITH TYPE ISV SERVICE VEHICLES

SVTIME ([SV,[AC) (sin) 1

2. USER INPUTS EMISSION FACTOR FOR SERVICE VEHICLE TYPE ISV

AND EACH POLLUTANT [P

- SVEMFT (IP,ISV) (g/mtn)

3. COMPUTE TOTAL EMISSIONS OF POLLUTANT IP FROM ALL SERVICE
VEHICLES FOR ONE AIRCRAFT OF TYPE [AC

SVEF (IPIAC)- Z SVEMFT(IP,ISV)*SVTItE(ISV,IAC)
ISV|

4. PRINT OUT SVEF (IPIAC) OR STORE ON FILE. (This data must

be entered into File 1, Permanent Aircraft Data.)

9.8 ACCESS VEHICLES J
Access vehicles include all ground vehicles transporting personnel and

equipment into, out of, and around an aircraft facility. At a commercial

facility this traffic will consist mostly of passenger vehicles. At a
military base a larger fraction of the vehicles is likely to be involved in

transporting personnel into, out of, and around the base.

In order to compute the emission rates from each roadway segment or

parking lot, it ts first necessary to define a scenario that describes the
nature of the vehicle operations on that segment or lot and the vehicle mix
involved. Next, the emission factors for each scenario must be computed.

Once the applicable scenarios for each source are defined and the emission
factors computed, it is straightforward to compute the emission rates for each
source by multiplying the emission factors by the levels of vehicle activity.

Unfortunately, the process of computing the emission factors Is extremely
,ftedious. Fortunately, existing mobile-source-eission computation routines

*User may accept default values for both SVTDIE (ISV,IAC) and SVgNFT (IPISV)
or substitute his mn input values. Values of SVTINE (ISVIAC) mst be based
on observations at airports or air bases. Values of SVEIUT (IP,YIS) can be

estimated based on emission factors for sixes of similarly fueled vehicles
that are published in Ref. 32. For military air bases, it is appropriate to
define two service-vehicle emission factors per aircraft type: a factor for
Inbound aircraft of type [AC and pollutant IP, SVFI (IPlAC), sad a

corresponding factor for outbound aircraft, 8VRO (IPJAC).
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are nov readilyi available. The procedure recommended here Incorporates the
use of NOBILE2 33or. equivalently, output from that or similar computer codes.

A set of emission factors muist be computed by 1O1IL92 33 for each
emission scenario. An emission scenario must be assigned to each physical
source (roadvay segment or parking lot) so that the appropriate set of
emission factors can be applied to each source. Depending upon the variety of
combinations of conditions encountered, it may be necessary to define several
scenarios to accommodate all of the physical sources at an aircraft facility.

Generally, three types of trips will be encountered at a*civilian
airport during the course of a one-hour period.

1. A vehicle enters the airport complex, travels to a
terminal building along several roadway segments, parks
temporarily near the building (often with the engine left
idling), then departs from the airport. The vehicle is in
the hot-stabilized running condition for the entire trip.

2. A vehicle enters the airport complex and travel* to a
parking lot where it remains for at least one hour.
Emissions result from driving plus hot-soak evaporative HIC
losses from the carburetor. (A small additional source of
evaporative HC losses is due to diurnal ambient tempera-
ture changes that result in fuel tank evaporation losses.)
During the one-hour period the hot-soak loss predominates.

3. A vehicle leaves the parking lot and then the airport
complex. (All operations are assumed to take place in the
cold-start running condition.)

In addition, during the hour of interest, a number of vehicles are expected to
remain parked in the lots. Only fuel-tank evaporative HIC losses are
associated with these vehicles.

Depending on the design of the access-vehicle roadway system, the sam
F roadway segment may serve both the parking lots and the through traffic.
* Hence, vehicles in both the cold-start and hot-stabilized running conditions

will occupy this segment simultaneously. Such a mix can be easily handled
through the scenario parameters required as Input to MOBILE2.

The four vehicle operating modes of interest are:

1. Cold-start condition -vehicles leaving parking lots.

2. Not-start condition -following short shutdown interval.

3. Not-stabilized condition -all vehicles entering airport.



4. Idle at hot-stahilIzed condition -- all vehicles entering

airport.

The following types of emission factors must be determined from MOBIL.2

runs for each scenario type:

1. Driving emissions (for each pollutant type, for each

vehicle type) (g/V14T)* CO,NMHCNOX.

2. Idle emissions (for each pollutant type, for each vehicle
type) (g/min) CO,NMHC,NOX.

3. Hot-soak evaporative losses from carburetor for each hot-

soak period (g/hot soak) NMHC.

4. Fuel-tank-breathing evaporative losses (g/hour) NtiC.**

9.R.1 Scenario Type Definition

Each scenario type is defined using the following quantities:

I. Region of country.

2. (.alondar year.

3. Average vehicle speed over source (roadway segment or

parking-lot lanes); either a single value for all vehicle

types or up to eight values for separate vehicle types.

4. Ambient temperature.

5. Percentage of VHT on source in cold-start running

condition.

6. Percentage of VMT on source in hot-start running condition
(MOBILE2 assumes I cold start + 2 hot start + 2 hot

stabilized - 100).

7. Vehicle mix (percentage of WIT on source by vehicle type).

R. Correction factors to basic emission factors.

*VT - vehicle miles traveled (number of vehicles x length of roadway segment

in miles).

**Item 3 and 4 are required for each vehicle type and can be determined from

MOBIL!2 output using a special procedure described in Sec. 9.*.2.

.I- .

--- *0 S~
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In addition to the above quantities, it is also necessary to specify
the number of trips per day (actually equivalent to the number of hot-soak

periods per day) and the average daily mileage (see Sec. 9.8.2).

9.8.2 Procedure for Determining Evaporative-Loss Emission Factors

MOIL92 requires the input of two special quantities for each
scenario: the number of trips per day and the average daily mileage. These

two quantities are not used to compute the driving emission factors. They are

only used by MOBILE2 to convert the units of the fuel-tank HC breathing loss
from gram per day to grass per mile and the units of the carburetor hot-soak
HC lose from grams per hot soak to grams per mile. Unfortunately, the latter
units are not the units needed by the new computational system to compute

evaporative losses from access vehicles. The required units are:

for carburetor hot-soak loss: grams per hot soak

For fuel tank evaporative loss: gram per hour

In other words, WfBIL2 computes the quantity:

a+ b

where:

R - evaporative emissions (gl/ui),

a - diurnal average fuel-tank breathing loss (g/24 hr),

N - number of trips or hot soaks per day,

h - hot-soak carburetor evaporative loss (lghot soak), and

L - total number of miles traveled per day.
I

a j- What is needed for access-vehicle emission computations are the

separate quantities a and b. These two quantities can be obtained from the

results of two separate ROR[LR2 runs as follows. for the first run, set the
number of trips, N - 0, and the number of miles traveled per day, L - 1. Then

the output of MOBILE2 will be 91 a a. For the second run, set N a I and L -
1. Then the output of M0BI.2 will be 82 - a + b. Given these two outputs,
%I and 92, the separate quantities a and b are computed as:

a 0- E 1 and b 2 - E (1)

where a is fuel-tank breathing loss in grams per day, and b to the hot-soak

loss In grams per hot soak. To get the breathing loss in units of gram per
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hour, simply divide a by 24. A flowchart illustrating a computational
procedure for determining a and b is given In Fig. 10.

9.8.3 Access-Vehicle Physical-Source Types

Two types of physical sources are used for access vehicles: (1)
straight-line roadway segments (my contain several parallel lanes) and (2)
square-area parking lots (several my be required to cover Irregularly shaped
parking lots). Two types of information are required for each source type:
(1) physical description of source and (2) traffic Information.

Physical Description

1. Source type (0. Roadway, 2. Parking lot)

2. If type 1: elevation > 0. above grade
- 0, at grade
< 0, below grade

overall roadway width
number of lanes
lane width
end-point coordinates (center of roadway

cross-section at each
end of segment)

3. If type 2: number of levels
overall height (- 0, If only ground level)
length of side of square area
coordinates of center

Traffic Information (for a one-hour computation)

1. Scenario type (a number identifying the applicable

A - scenario emission factors from NOIILE2)

2. For source type I (roadway segment):

- Number of vehicles/hour of each type
- Number of minutes of extra Idle time/vehicle/vehicle

type

-. M
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3. For source type 2 (parking lot):

- Number of vehicles of each type entering lot during hour
(assume all are in hot-stabilised running condition).
Each such vehicle will have driving emissions, idle

emissions, hot-soak carburetor evaporative KC emissions.

- Number of vehicles of each type leaving lot during hour
(assum all are in cold-start running condition). Each
such vehicle will have cold-start driving emissions and
cold-start idle emissions. Unfortunately, HDIILE2 does

not produce cold-start Idle-emission factors. Hence,

extra driving emissions may be introduced to compensate.

- Number of vehicles remaining parked during hour (fuel-
tank evaporative BC emissions only).

- Average inbound mileage (measured along path followed by

average vehicle).

- Average outbound mileage (augmented by additional
mileage to account for extra idle tim if any).

9.8.4 Outline of the Computation of Access-Vehicle Emission Rates

Figure It outlines the overall procedure for computing emission factors
using MOBILE2 and source emission rates. Guidelines for selecting input
parameter values for running NOIILE2 are given in Tables 7a and 7b. The
emission-factor computational procedure is outlined in somewhat greater detail
in Fig. 10. A detailed flowchart shoving the computation of access-vehicle
source emission rates is given in Ref. 30.

9.9 HYDROCARBON EVAPORATIVE LOSSES O TO FUEL STORAGE AND HANDLING

As indicated earlier, the evaporative HC emissions tend to be a suall
fraction of the total RC emission due to combustion and evaporation.
Nevertheless, in some cases, the user may wish to include an estimate of
emissions froe this source class, which includes fuel storage and handling.
The original AQAH included a detailed treatment of evaporative WC emissions
using essentially the procedures outlined below. The AVAP model ignored all
evaporative losses.

d4.
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Table 7a Input Data for MOSIL92 Computations:

Control-Section Inputs
e

Recommended
Variable Input Value Meaning

SPDFLG 0 Indicates user will use a single average speed for
all vehicles on roadway section

VMFIAC I Indicates user will enter own vr mix in PARAMETER
SECTION. This will enable user to define as many
distinct vehicle sixes as are needed to describe all
access-vehicle roadways.

ALTFLC 0 MOBILE2 emission factors will be used.

IMFlG 0 No inspection/maintenance credit.

ALAFLC i User will utilize additional correction factors (see
HOBILS2 Manual).

IFO 0 or 2 Indicates user wants numerical output for subsequent
use by other computer codes.

PRTFLG 0 Indicates user vants output of all available
pollutant (THC,CO,NOI) emission factors.

ICZVFG 3 User supplies number of trips per day and mileage per

day to compute evaporative KC emission factor. User
wants separate output of these emission factors.

IDLFW I User wants output of idle emission factor.

HHILG l User wants output of WHIC in lieu of total

hydrocarbon (THC) emission factor.

&See Ref. 33.

J4
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Table 7b Input Data for NOBIL2 C4mputations:
Paramter-Section Inputs and Flages

Record Variable meaning

SCENARIO One record for each scenario.

IREJN Flag identifying geographic region.

CY Last two digits of calendar year.

SPD Single average route (roadvay-segmnt) speed. If
the fraction of Idle time to total time on roadway
segment io substantially different from that used
in the HOBIIK2 assumptions, then the excessive idle
time should be treated separately. This extra idle
tim my be combined with the idle emission factors
to compute the additional idle emissions on the
roadway segment.

TAMB Ambient temperature.

PCCN Percentage of VMT in cold-start mode by noncatalyt-
Ically equipped vehicles.

PCHC Percentage of TNT in hot-start mode by catalyt-
ically equipped vehicles.

PCCC Percentage of T in cold-start mode by catalyt-
ically equipped vehicles.

VTT NLX If VMFLA - 1, user must supply fraction of total
VNT traveled by each vehicle types This feature
allow user to simulate a broad range of aixtures
of vehicles on public as well as limited-access
roadways used by cargo and service vehicles.

ADITIONAL LIGHT-DUTY If ALIFLG - 1 or 2, user must supply appropriate
d GASOLIN3-PORZBD-VIHIC1Z correction factors (see MOBILR2 Manual).

CORRECTION FACTORS

SaSaee Ref. 33.

I
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3. Standing storage lose due to poor sels on floating-roof

storage tanks.

4. Spillage.

The first three types of losses can be eastusted with the use of vell-
known equations that require information about the tanks as veil as som
meteorological Inforumtion. The required formalas are:

Standing Storage Losses

SL - 42 K D1 . 5  0.7vO.7c (12)"365 1 4. -) w/ , C2 C

where:

SL - standing lose (lb/day),

V - liquid density (lb/gal),

K1 - tank construction factor,

- 0.045 for welded tanks,
- 0.13 for riveted tanks,

D - tank diameter (ft),*

P - true vapor pressure of the bulk liquid at its average
storage temperature (psil),

Vw = average wind speed (mph),

C1 - tank seal factor (for simplicity adopt only one value for
each tank farm),

- 1.0 for tight-fitting, modern seals,
- 1.33 for loose-fitting sealI (typical of those built

before 1942),

SC2 - fuel factor,

- 1.00 for gasoline,
a 0.96 for naphtha (JP-4),
- 0.83 for kerosene. '-

*If 0 > 10 ft, we D(OM) ° 05 in lieu of D0 5 . W
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- 0.79 for distillate oil, and
- 0.75 for crude oil,

C3  - tank-color factor (for simplicity use 0.95 for all

tanks),

a 1.0 for light gray or aluminum finish,
- 0.9 for white,

Vapor Pressure

P(T) - exp (a - B/T) (13)

where:

P(T) - vapor pressure (psia) as a function of ambient tem-

perature T,

T - ambient temperature (*A), and

a and B - parameters that depend on the fuel type.

Breathing Losses

42 .7a3 (i \o).68 0.51 0.

BL- -±2WKD 4.7- P H AT C4 C5  (14)
365 2CC

vhe re:

BL - breathing loss (lb/day),

K2 - liquid-dependent factor,

- 0.014 for crude oil,

- 0.019 for distillate oil,
m 0.020 for kerosene,
- 0.023 for JP4,
- 0.024 for gasoline,

H - average vapor space height (it) (select one value for
entire base),

AT a average diurnal temperature variation (),
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C4  a finish factor, which varies from 1 to 1.58 (for
simplicity choose one representative value for entire
base), and

CS - adjustment factor for tacks <20 ft in diameter.

For tank trucks, use:

4 (1 - C6)TC

I' - (5wD2

where:

C6 - ratio of amount of fuel left in tank to tank capacity,
and

TC - tank capacity.

Working Losses

IL - K3WPVK4 /365 (16)

where:

L - working loss (lb/day),

K3 m liquid-dependent factor,

- 2.25 x 10- 4 for crude oil,
2.76 10 4 for distillate oil,
2.95 x 10- 4 for kerosene,

- 3.00 x 10-4 for gasoline,
- 3.24 x 10-* for JP-4,

I

A V a annual gallons of liquid pumped into tank, and

K4 a turnover factor based on number of tank turnovers/yr.

Turnover Factor

K4 - (30.34/T0) + 0.157 (17)

where:

TO * number of turnovers per year.

| •
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- V/CTT and

CT - tank capacity,

or alternatively,

K4 - (30.34 CT/V) + 0.157 (18)

9.9.1 Possible Sources of Evaporative Losses

1. Fixed-roof tanks - breathing losses, working losses, and
spillage.

2. Floating-roof tanks - standing storage losses and
spillage.

3. Tank trucks -- breathing losses, working losses, and
spillage.

4. Jet aircraft fuel tanks - breathing losses, working
losses, and spillage (including drainage of fuel lines).

5. Piston-engine aircraft - carburetor and fuel tank losses
and spillage.

6. Access and aircraft service vehicles - carburetor and
fuel tank losses and spillage.

7. Other sources.

HODILE2 my be used to generate carburetor and fuel-tank losses for
various vehicle types (see Sec. 9.8).

In addition to the above sources, there are also HC evaporative losses
associated with a variety of nonaircraft-related operations, including dry
cleaning, paving, and spraying and finishing of surfaces. One additional
aircraft-related source is deicing. The contribution of these sources is
small, but the user my wish to include such sources under the "OTHER SOURCES"
category for completeness.

9.9.2 User Input RIquireants

In principle, to compute evaporative-loss rates, the user must supply
mteorological data, Including temperature (T), wind speed (V,), and diurnal
temperature variation (AT), and complete descriptions of every source. In
practice, there are far too many sources to treat each one on an individual

VP!
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basis. Furthermore, since dispersion calculations are not necessary for
evaporative HCs and since they only account for on the order of IOZ of the
total HC emissions anyway, the locations of individual sources are not
important. Hence, it is recommended that the individual sources be aggregated
into the folloving areas:

1. Storage-tank farms.

2. Ground-vehicle filling and service stations, including
areas where tank trucks are filled.

3. Ground-vehicle parking areas (do not double-count

evaporative losses from access vehicles).

4. Aircraft parking and service areas (or gate areas).

For each of these four areas, the following information is required:

1. Storage-Tank Fares (working, breathing, standing, and spillage

losses):

NLOCI - no. of locations

X(T),Y(I) - coordinates of center of farm I
NDIA(I) - no. of different diameters at farm I
DIA(I,J) - value of diameter I at farm J
FI4FAC(I,J) - fixed-roof-finish factor of diameter I

at farm J
ANNGAL(I,J) - * gal pumped/yr into fixed-roof tanks of

diameter I at farm J
CAP(I.I) - capacity of tanks of diameter I at farm

3
CONFAC(I,J) - construrtion factor of floating-roof

tanks of diameter T at farm J
SEAL(I,J) a seal factor for floating-roof tanks of

diameter I at farm J
4 iNFXTKS(I,I,K,L) - no. of fixed-roof tanks of construction

type 1, storing liquid 1, having
diameter K, at farm L

IIFLTKS(IJ,K) a no. of floating-roof tanks storing

liquid I, having diameter J, at farm I
SPILI(,J) -0 of gal of liquid I spilled at farm J

per day.

2. Grouvd-Vehicle illinx and Service Stations (working and
spi It..e losses):

!LOC2 a no. of locations

X(t),Y(l) - coordinates of center of station I

.E 
I 

0"
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THRUPUT(lJ) - of gal of liquid of type I pumped at

station J per day
VTKFIL(I,J) - I of lb of vapor displaced while filling

vehicle tanks, per 103 gal of liquid of
type I pumped at station J

SPILL2(I,J) - 9 of lb of liquid spilled, per 103 gal
of liquid of type I pumped at station J.

3. Ground-Vehicle Parking Areas

NLOC a no. of parking areas

X(I),Y(I) - coordinates of parking area T
NVEH(,J) - no. of vehicles of type I perked in lot

J per day
NHOTSKS(1,J) - no. of hot soaks of vehicle type I in

lot J per day

4. Aircraft Parking and Service Areas or Gate Areas

NLOC4 - no. of aircraft parking areas
X(I),Y(M) - coordinates of area I
RACRF(I,.Y) - no. of aircraft of type I refueled in

area J
AVRFRT(lJK) - average # of gal of liquid I pumped into

aircraft type J in area K per day
ACFIL(TJ) - 0 of lb of vapor displaced, per 10 gal

of liquid of type I pumped into an
aircraft of type J

SPILL3(1,J) a F lb of liquid spilled, per 10 gal of
liquid of type I pumped into an aircraft
of type J

9.9.3 Outline of Hydrocarbon Evaporative-Loss Calculations

Figure 12 shows a mcro flowchart of a procedure that can be used to
compute VC losses due to evaporation. Care should be taken not to duplicate

A evaporative losses from vehicles already included under access vehicles. No
4 ,. detailed flowcharts have been constructed for the evaporative lose calcula-

tions because of the uncertainty of the actual need to perform such calcula-
tions. However, if the need arises, such a flowchart could be constructed in
a simple, straightforward *Amer using the equations and user-supplied inputs
defined earlier in this section.

9.10 OTHER SOURCES

it oes almost without saying that, is addition to the mjor source

categories discussed in See. 9.9, tmers are amotoues other seurees that my
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TUE-LINE DRAIM Vf MU
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COMT EIS SIONS iROK 13 SOUZS IF ANY]
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RC PVAP. IMS
EMISSIONS5 RAME

Fise 12 (Comt'd)

operate in or near an aviation facility. Rather than burden the modol sod the
computer with a myriad of details to try to cover all of these source types,
it seem more prudent to provide the user with the option of being able to add
additional sources for which he mest perfoym bis oun imiepeedent emission-rate
estimates using emission factors from AP-42' Thece emissions, together with
the other seceseary source-related Input data, could thee be Incorporated Into
the emission mdels to be accumlated with other source emissions or to be
placed in the special-source emission inventory file for use by the dispersion
alsorlthm.

The structure of the special-source emission inwe tory file is
described in Rtef. 30, along with these of aUl the other source files required
by the new computational procedure.,

MR _A...M6M
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10 SENSITIVITY O EMISSIONS CALCULATIONS
70 INCLUSION OF VARIOUS SOURCE TYPES

10.1 INTRODUCTION

Because the compilation of an emission inventory at a military or
civilian airport is a manpower-intensive undertaking, it is important to
recognize which emission sources are mo t important. Unfortunately, there is
no simple, unique answer to this question. The relative importance of a
particular source type depends on the pollutant of interest, mode of operation
of the source, and a number of facility-dependent factors, including facility
geometry, source mix, and operational procedures. The question is further
complicated by the purpose to be served by an emissions calculation. For
example, whereas the overall contribution to such regional impacts as
visibility degradation and photochemical smog formation may be relatively
significantly influenced by aircraft airborne operations, the ground-level
concentrations of primary pollutants (CO, NO., etc.) are more influenced by
nearby ground-level emissions from aircraft (during taxiing, queuing, etc.).
Hence, in seeking guidance on how best to expend efforts on the compilation of
an emission inventory, the purpose for the calculation should be given proper
consideration.

With these considerations in mind, it is possible to develop some
general guidelines regarding the importance of including certain source types
or modes of operation on the net emission inventory. In the sensitivity
analysis reported here, emphasis is placed on the percent contribution of
individual source categories and modes of operation to the overall emissions
from an airport or air bae. It is also possible to examine the impact of
various emission source terms on the air quality (i.e., pollutant concentra-
tions), although considerably more effort is required since one must then
consider the type of dispersion algorithm to be used, the mteorological con-
ditions, the positions of receptors relative to sources, the six of sources,
and the levels of source activity. Although no air-quality calculations are
used in the present sensitivity analysis, the importance of emissions from
selected source types to air quality is examined vith the help of a combins-
tion of linear emission density calculations (emissions per unit length of a
lies source) and other straightforward source-receptor Considerations.

The approach used here primarily involves the use of previously
reported results (although mot necessarily reported in the open literature) of

4emission calculations for a member of civilian sad military facilities aging
AVAP and Q*M, respectively, ead also the use of simple emissiom estimates
based on the use of standard IDM cycles. While the letter Is melt simpler,
the forer provides save realistic estimates of the Iiortame of sources at
actual facilities because asoured time-i-ode are used for eeh facility.

Jjr
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10.2 OVMRLL MISSION SOURCE CONTRIBUTIONS AT CIVILIAN AND KILtTAZY
FACILITIES

Table S abovs the results in metric tons per year (t/yr) of reported
emission calculations at four major civilian airports and one military air
bae, using the AVAP end AQAI4 emission models, respectively. Pour source
categories are indicated: aircraft, aircraft service vehicles, base or access
vehicles, and stationary sources. This table clearly demonstrates the
dependence of the percent contribution of a given source class to the overall
emissions on pollutant and facility. for example, base and access vehicular
traffic mke up 21-592 of the 1SOx emissions. It should be noted that, with
the exception of the Williams APB data, all vehicle emission data are pre-
1975. Rence, the current vehicular emission cq~tributione are expected to be
somewhat smaller. This is confirmed by a study that estimated the vehicular
emissions to be 452 of the total CO and 92 of the total NOx produced at Dull*@
International Airport in 1976 and 361 of the CO and 7% of the NOx in 1980.
Table 8 also shown that when compared with TUC emissions from evaporation and
combustion, evaporative losse* vary from 72 to 282 of the total at civilian
airports and 622 of the total at Williams AFS. Of this 622 contribution at
Williams, 762 wee due to spilling during aircraft refueling and venting of
aircraft fuel lines.

For civilian facilities, the aircraft contribution ranged from 222 to
56S of the total 00 emissions and f rom 592 to 782 of the total IND,
emissions. Rence, aircraf t are the major source of MD. emissions and a
significant sour*e of CD at airports. At Williams APB, which is a training
base for pilots of fighter aircraft, aircraft contribute 722 of the GO and 391
of the NO..* Aircraft also contribute the major portion of liCe. Rence, from
the point of view of photochemical smog precursors, aircraft are the major
contributors at airports. from the point of view of local direct pollutant
impacts (e~g., CO concentrations), aircraft are significant. but given the
proximity of the public to vehicular traffic, the latter is likely to be a
more significant contributor to local ambient CO levels.

10.3 EISSIONS IRO AIRSORNS VS. GRO051-SASU AIRCRAFT HOURS

* ~# missio-model-indepeadeft aid foci lity-imdepeadmat way of emmmiiuogr
the relative importancs of dirbovie vs. gromi-boed aircraft emiss ions is to
compare the percent eissins from varioss modes of a staard 1.20 cycle.
Standard LID0 cycles are defined for military aircraft In Saea. 35 and 36 ad
for civillam aircraft io Ref. 32. A staard 1.20 cycle, which way or soy sot
be aircraft-type epecif ie, eomsists of a specification of the esgias thrust I
oetiugs (or modes or feel flew rates) mod the time spent in each of a

sequme o several aircraft operational modes. Table 5 to Sec. 9.3 ists the
tn$.al military mod civilam aircraft eperatiomel medes. Ref erence 35

esaMs taboul " of t...., 2 aid for a member of military aircraft.
?hese latter data are besd es data gStbared at air base Similar dota we
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Table 8 Pollutant Emissions by Major Source Category
at Several Major Facilities (t/yr)

Combustion Evaporative
Source CO 9C VC pox TSP SOX

Vllitams AF8
Aircraft 1966 253 414 50.3 2.2 24.4
Service Vehicles 60 4 - 1.2 1.0 0.3
Traffic 568 69 67 49.0 24.0 21.0
Facilities 150 10 62 30.0 1.0 62.0
Total 2744 336 543 130.5 28.2 127.7

O'Hare Airport
Aircraft 8279 488 75 2913 493
Service Vehicles 3292 735 - 211 a
Traffic 3650 624 282 468 29
Facilities 15 15 145 139 209
Total 15200 6260 500 3730 739

vashington
National Airport
Aircraft 1638 368 1096 187
Service Vehicles 1396 193 63 5
Traffic 4443 629 412 23
Facilities - - - -

Total 7477 1210 4 75a 1571 215

Atlanta Airport
Aircraft 4959 2415 2072
Service Vehicles 1626 224 57
Traffic 1670 211 212
Facilities 136 53 313

Total 600 2900 375 2654

- %arom lef. 26.

Sourese WllIms An15, Ref. 37; O'Bare Alrport, ef. 65 Naehiugtom National
irpwt, "Onpbliehei Comits ebtae"d a part of Mot on m etei

aeseemes t of air pollutlom impacts at injor alrport. low f.
131; ed AtLeme Aiport, taf. 30

.



available by aircraft class for civilian aircraft and average values are
reported tn Ref. 32. For many purpoeu, eatimate of aircraft emissions can
be based on the use of such LY-cycle date.

10.3.1 Military Aircraft Operations

For purposes of comparing airborne and ground-based emissions, Table 9
contain, a tabulation of emissions by pollutant and selected mode for several
military aircraft types. Airborne OD and HIC emissions constitute only 2-72
and 1-9.4Z of the total LTD-cycle emissions, respectively. On the other hand,
airborne NO.. TSP, and SOX emissions constitute 29-511, 28-542, and 23-36Z of
the total LT-cycle emissions, respectively. Rce, in term of moes of
emissions only, the pollutants fall Into two groups - those for which
airborne emission. are relatively unimportant, namely OD and %C, and thoe
utoe. airborne emissions are relatively Important, nely SOX# TSP, adSX

Somewhat better insight into the quesetio of which aircraft mode. are
most Important can be gained by examining the linear emission densities asso-
ciated with the line sources used to represent the various aircraft modes.
The linear emission density (p) Is defined " the pollutant emission@ per unit
length of the line source (g/ku). In reality, p is rarely independent of
position along a line source. This is especially true for runway lne sources
used to represent the takeoff and landing modes. However, for present pur-
pose It is satisfactory to consider the linear emission densities of taxiway
Smunts, queuing Ins, and segments of approach and departure path@ to be

approximately contants Given this assumption, comparisons can readily be
made between the linear emiecion densities of the"e line sources* It is also
worth noting that, when comparing total emissions per mode, it io necessary to
specify the total times spent in each ade. to the case of comparing linear
emission densities, neither the ties is the modes nor the lengths of the line
sources *re required. furthermore, whereas total emissions cannot be directly
related to air quality, becoms the spatial distribution of the emissions is
mat specified, linear emisio densities cam be directly related. That is,
line sources having the sam orieftatlie relative to a receptor will produce
roughly the some pollutant coacestratious if their law emission desties
are equal, assuming plom dynamics wre not significantly different. B.eo,
comparisons will first be made of himear emission densities witheut regard to
line source orientation* Later, the ef fect of ewieetatiem will also be con-
@Lsted. lefer* proceeding with these cemparieses, the following quantities
should be defimed. Ufs

emis adsion rate in tasting mode (&/9),

$1 taxiing speed (We/),, sod

P' alHoea "eeim density (gkm)g

..... .
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Table 9 Percent of Total LTO-Cycle Emlssions due to
Selected Military Aircraft Modes of Operation

Attack Somber Fighter Trainer
Mode A7 A37 552D/f C5A F5 F15 T36

CO Enissions
Idle at Startup 54 26 22 28 18 31 18

and Shutdown
Taxiing 37 54 53 66 59 49 65
Climbout 0.3 4 0.6 3 4 7 4
Approach 2 6 3 6 7 3 6

Total Airborne 2.3 10 3.6 9 11 10 10

IC missions
Idle at Startup 57 29 23 26 21 33 20
and Shutdown

Taxiing 40 61 57 63 69 53 71
Climbout 0.05 0.7 0.04 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3
Approach 0.7 3.0 0.6 5.6 4.1 9.0 3.1

Total Airborne 0.75 3.7 0.64 5.8 4.4 9.4 3.4

NO Emissions
fdle at Startup 4 11 13 4 8 11 9

and Shutdown
Taxiing 3 22 27 10 26 18 31
Climbout 23 19 23 40 19 40 21
Approach 9 16 15 2 10 11 20

Total Airborne 32 35 38 42 29 51 41

TSP Emissions
Idle at Startup 10 5 12 13 5 13 5

and Shutdown
Taxiing 7 10 24 32 16 21 19
ClImbout 18 26 25 23 26 33 28
Approach 12 16 16 S 10 14 26

Total Airbore 30 42 41 28 36 47 54

s0 Emisions
Idle at Startup 26 16 17 16 11 17 11ad Shutdown

Toin is 33 36 403 34 27 52

ClImbout 11 14 11 17 15 28 16
Approach 13 14 13 6 10 a 6

Total Airborne 24 26 24 23 25 36 26
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then AT  E.1./ST. Similar definitions follow for the line source segments

representing other aircraft modes of operation. To compare linear emission

densities of, for example, ctimbout paths to taxiways, one can simply compute
the ratios of the corresponding linear emissions densities. That is:

PC R C I SCIC i 6 'Ti

where:

Ci  ith leg of the cltbout path,

PC- linear emission density,

EC -emission rate, and

S - average aircraft speed on the ith leg.

Table 10 shows the values of the ratios of NO, linear emission densities for

qeveraT airborne line sources for several aircraft types. The subscripts C1 ,
r2, A1, and A2 refer to the first and second leg of the climbout path and the

first and second legs of the approach path, respectively. For military
Aircraft these legs or line source segments are defined as follows (all angles
are aircraft dependent):

1. Approach leg 01 Is from 3000 ft to 1000 ft, and leg #2 is
from 1000 ft to ground level.

2. Climbout leg 01 is from ground level until the afterburner

is shut off, and leg 02 is from afterburner cutoff to 3000
ft. Military thrust setting is used.

Table 10 Ratios of NOx Linear
Emission Densities

Aircraft Pc Ipr c2/9  PAc/c PA/ -

75 and T36 1.125 0.6 0.125 0.125
T37 0.71 0057 0.14 0.14
F4 2.38 1.88 0.51 0.46
C130 0.4 0.44 0.10 0006
C141 2.47 2.00 0.97 0.71



As can readily be seen from the results in Table 10, the NOx linear
emission densities for airborne aircraft line sources range from a small
fraction of to two and one-half times as large as the taxivay linear emission
density. The highest and second highest values of the ratios occur for the
first and second legs of the climbout paths, respectively, regardless of
aircraft type. Hence, all other things being equal, NO emissions from

climbout path line source segments would be expected to have comparable air-
quality impacts to NO emissions from taxiways. Of course, all other things

are not equal. These line sources are generally not oriented in the same way
relative to receptors. Firstly, and most importantly, climbout paths are, of

course, inclined at an angle to the ground, whereas taxtway emissions are at
ground level. Secondly, plume dynamics are expected to be somewhat different
for low-speed ground-level and high-speed airborne aircraft plumes. A detailed
dispersion model calculation would be required to properly determine the
effects of these differences. However, one can easily appreciate the fact
that since airborne plumes suet grow in the vertical direction in order to
Impact ground-level receptors, their impact at ground-level will be smaller

than for plumes emitted at ground level. Hence, on this basis, taxiway WOx
emissions will have greater impacts than climbout NO, ems 4ions on gruund-
level receptors equidistant from the sources. The term equidistant is

critical here because climbout paths (at least their lowest portions) could,
in principle, pass closer to the public than taxivays. Hence, if the public
resided immediately adjacent to the lowest legs. of the climbout paths, the
air-quality impacts could be greater for those paths than for taxiways.
Combined with runway emissions, the climbout leg #1 emissions my not be
insignificant in such situations. How important the corresponding air-quality
impacts would be would require calculations with a dispersion model or

measurements.

*10.3.2 Civilian Aircraft Operations

* The following discussion is based primarily on emissions computed in
connection with a study iso update the assessment of air-quality impacts at

several major airports. That study Included emissi-r and air-quality
calculations for a one-hour period at each of four commercial airports. Table
11 gives the time and runway activities used. The fractional numbers given

for numbers of arrivals and departures arise from the way the AVAP model
distributes aircraft to the runways that are used for a particular wind
direction. The particular hour used for each airport was selected on the
basis of high (but not necessarily peak) aircraft activity and the probability
that "worst case" (i.e., low wind speed, particular wind direction, and poor
vertical mixing) meteorological conditions were likely to occur. Average
time in nodes observed separately at ecb airport were used in these

calculat itons.

Aircraft eissios of 00 and ox for several airborne and ground-level
modes of special interest are listed in Tables 12 and 13 for the four civilian
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Table 11 Aircraft Activity Used in the One-Hour Emission
Calculations at Commercial Airports&

Wind No. of No. of
Tim Direction Runway Arriving Departing

Airport of Day Quadrant No. Aircraft Aircraft

DCA 9-lOam 1 1 20.1 19.7
2 2.9 3.3

ORD 8-980 2 2 15 -
5 15
6 15 -
7 - 34.5
8 - 34.5

Jn 7-8p 3 1 2.9 8.4
2 5.8 4.2
7 11.6 12.6
8 8.7 16.8

LAX 8-9as 3 1 2.2 0.8
2 7.3 20.4
3 13.4 24.5
4 5.2 4.3

aDCA - Washington National Airport; ORD - O'Hare Inter-
national Airport; JFK - John F. Kennedy International
Airport; and LAX - Los Angeles International Airport.

Table 12 Percent of Total Aircraft CO Emissions
from Selected Nodes at Comrcial Airports

Airport Queuing Taxiing Cliubout Approach

DCA 36 25 2 9
OR 48 36 1 4
JIM 20 '1o 1 4
LAX 39 44 1 3Ir

.1 ,
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Table 13 Percent of Total Aircraft N Emissions
from Selected Modes at Commsercial Airports

Airpor Queuing Taxiing Climbout Approach

DCA 6 4 44 13
0ORD 8 6 45 7
JFK 3 9 48 6
LAX 5 6 51 5

airports. For convenience, only the percentages of total aircraft emissions
are shown. As already Indicated for military aircraft, civilian airborne
aircraft sources of CO contribute relatively little to the overall aircraft CO

emissions according to Table 12. Queuing for takeoff is seen to be a major
source of 00 emissions. This is particularly significant because queuing
line sources are substantially shorter than the combined taxiway line
sources. Hence, the linear emission densities for queuing line sources are
greater than for taxiways. and it follow that the ground-level air-quality
impacts would be correspondingly greater.

Table 13 shows that NOX emissions are greater for the airborne than for
the ground-level modes with climbout contributing the major fractions (nearly
50%). Tables 12 and 13 clearly show that, from the point of view of emissions
only, the airborne sources are unimportant for OD emissions but Important for
NO xemissions, regardless of the airport. These tables also show that the
contributions from various ground-level aircraft modes vary considerably from
airport to airport. This is largely due to differences in airport configura-
tion and to the aircraft activity levels used for the emission calculations
(see Table 11). O'Hare Airport (ORD) in particular has a relatively large CO
contribution from queuing due to the large number of departures from two
runways. More will be said about queuing in Sec. 10.4 below.

Although there are differences between civilian and military aircraft
modes,* the saw arguments regarding linear emission density and airborne vs.
ground-level sources apply and will not be repeated here.

.4 *Only one approach leg (500 ft to groumd level) is used in the AVAP model.
The first climbout leg extends from ground level to 50D ft and the second
from 500 ft to 2500 ft.
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10.4 DEPENDENCE OF QUEUING EMISSIONS ON THE QUEUING ALGOILITHM

The queuing algorithm currently used in the AVAP code has the following
form:

T ad 1 (19)
q 180w

where Tq is the average time (hr) spent per aircraft in a departure queue and

nd t: the number of departures per hour. The term 1/60 accounts for the time

spent on the queuing apron when no aircraft are queued up. An alternative

expression for Tq based on queuing theory was discussed in Sec. 9.6. Equation

7 expressed in hours rather than minutes is:

T I. (20)
q C C -V I

where T q' is the time (hr) spent per aircraft in the queue, C is the runway

capacity (maximum number of arrivals plus departures that could theoretically
be serviced by the runway in an hour), V is the aircraft volume (arrivals plus

departures) during the hour, and the term 1/60 has been added to account for

time spent on the queuing apron when no aircraft are queued up. The diffi-

culty with using Eq. 20 is that the runway capacity must be specified. As
suggested in Sec. 9.6. a value of C - 48 seem to be reasonable, given the
limited data. Table 14 gives the values of T and Tq' computed from Eqs. 19

and 20, respectively, for the aircraft activity listed in Table 11. It can be

seen from these results that the queuing times per aircraft predicted by the
AVAP algorithm (Eq. 19) are two to three times larger than for sq. 20 for the

aircraft activities given. This is expected to be the case except when the

traffic volume approaches the runway capacity (e.g., during peak traffic

periods or periods of reduced runway capacity). In fact, as can be sen from
qs. 19 and 20, T ' will be > Tq when the following condition holds:

S(C V' > - , or C(C - V) < 180 (21)

For C - 48, it follows that Tq' 2 T when the total number of arrivals plus
14departures per hour (V) is greater than or equal to 4.25. Two hypothetical

examples are included as the last two entries in Table 14. In both of these

examles, the total traffic volume is 45. Hance, Tq' > T q Furthermore, with

V a 45 and C - 48, it is seen that the larger the proportion of departures to
arrivals, the larger is the difference between T ' and T q It is not

possible, given the present data bes, to sake a deinitive determination of
which algorithm best represents the real world. The present calculations only
show that calculated queuing time is a sensitive function of the algorithm

used and that emissions due to queuing (which are proportioal to queuing

time) constitute an Important frectLp of the total ground-level aircraft

edmsone.

O J~l*.
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Table 14 Queuing Times Computed with Two
Alternative Algorithm (C a 48)

No. of no. of
Arrivals Departures T T

Airport Runmay (aa) (ad (J) (hr)

DCA 1 20.1 19.7 0.126 0.067

2 2.9 3.3 0.035 0.018

ORD 7 0 34.5 0.206 0.070

Jin 7 11.6 12.6 0.067 0.028
8 8.7 16.8 0.110 0.032

LAX 3 13.4 24.5 0.153 0.067

Hypothetical
EX. 1 - 20 25 0.156 0.174
Ex. 2 -10 35 0.211 0.24

10.5 EVAPORATIVE NTDRSOCIU ISION8

tEporative HC emissions are among the mat difficult and tedious
emissions to estimate and compile, and are generally subject to large
uncertainty. Munch of the uncertainty arises from the fact that the least well
quantified sources make the largest contributions. This point Is well
Illust ratel7b som results reported for the Villiame All Source Blsoso

InVOUOWY0 able15 lists several sources of RC emissions Included In that
Inventory. fth 4 t of HC emissions attributed to evaporative loss, 162
are due to aircraft fuel tank venting and 562 are due to spillage during
aircraft fuel tank filling. This leaves only 242 due to the mnyriad other 8C
storage and handling operations. The evaporative losses -attributed to
aircraft are quite easy to compile because only one emssion factor is
required to specify each loss per operaton. In contrast, the compilation of
the losses due to fuel storage and handling Is very complex (a** See* 9.9).
On the other hand,9 the one nmbser Goeded to charactere soms due to
aircraf t fuel tank venting (34 L/f il1) are quite vacertain. Sve If the
actual volumes of fuel lost were representative, much of thi fimid my end up
flowing into dras rather thea being oearated iae the atmeepharee

tn taem 01 the total a aeaieme due to both ownusttes and sw~a.'
tion, the etegory represmtlng storeg and headling~11a estteseay IX of
the total. Table 16 gives a broekdeam of this letter seuree astege It a
be nae free this breehduin that the Workleg lessee Gonsea aet %b te
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Table 15 Hydrocarbon UMission* Inventory Computed with

Combuet ion vaporative
Source gmise ione Losses

Aircraft Operation 253
Aircraf t Fuel Von ifho96 ".
Aircraft SpIllage 317.5
Aircraft Service Vehicles 3.7
Rawe Vehicular Traf fic 6.
ase Facilities 10.4
Fuel Storage and Handling 129

(including parked vehicles)
Total 336 543

Grand Total - 879

ahsue 2 L vented par arrival and par departure for
mwet aircraft.

bAssms 4-L spillage per fillup for met aircraft.

Source: Ref, 37.

Table 16 Breakdown of Hydrocarbon Evaporative Losses from Fuel Storage
and Hand linag Other then Aircraft Venting and Spillage Losses (tlyr)

Fixed-Ro0of Fixed-Roof Floating-
Tanks, Tasks, I Rof Tanks,

Source Working Breathing Standing Spillage Other

Storage Taukes 33.4 0.12 2.6fFilling sod Handling 20.3 3.3
Petroleum Storags 0.002
Parked Task Trucks 1.7
Parked bVehicles 67.1
Othersb 1.00

Total 53.7 "so 2.6 3.3 1.00
areed Total -129

blefts eleaso~g "austo se thiwansre

sss I as. 3?.
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storage tank losses (33.4 t/yr for storage + 20.3 t/yr for filling opera-
tions). breathing losses, by contrast, are relatively small. Evaporation
from parked vehicles and tank trucks (68.8 t/yr) constitutes the largest
source category.

How do the various source contributions at Williams AFS compare with
those at commercial airports? Tables 17 and 18 show the results of evapora-
tive loss calculations for O'Hare International Airport. These tables show
that evaporative losses constitute only 72 of the total KC emissions due to
combustion plus evaporation. Most of the evaporative losses are due to fuel
storage and handling (including evaporation from parked vehicles) at O'Hare in
contrast to William Ale, where 762 were due to aircraft fuel venting and

spilling. At O'Hare, any spilled fuel is assumed to run down the drains in
the pavement. The storage tank breathing losses are cjimparable to the working
losses at O'Hare in contrast to Williams where the working losses are
predominant. However, in agreement with Williams, evaporation from parked
vehicles constitutes the largest source of emissions in the fuel storage and
handling class.

Hydrocarbon emissions data for other airports are very limited.
Evaporative losses from fuel storage and handling at Washington NaItonal
Airport (DCA) is reported to constitute 112 of the total RC emissions. No
breakdown is available.

At Atlanta Airport (LAX) fuel storage emissions were reported to make

up 112 of the total HC emissions.38 Again no breakdown was reported.

Table 17 Hydrocarbon Emlesions Calculated for
O'Hare International Airport (t/yr)

Combustion Evaporative
Source Emissions Losses

Aircraft Operation 4909
Aircraft Filling8  75
Aircraft Service Vehicles 735
Access Vehicles 624
Airport Facilities 15
Fuel Storage and Handling 428

(including parked vehicles)
Total 6283 503

Graud Total s 6786

8sAny spillag, is asssued to flow dam dras.,
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Table 18 Hydrocarbon Evaporative Losses at
O'Hare International Airport due to Fuel

Storage and Handling (t/yr)

Fixed-loof Fixed-Roof Floating-
Tanks, Tanks, Roof Tanks,

Working Breathing Standing

Storage Tanks 76 34.3 22.1
Service Vehicle 11.4
Filling

Parked Vehicles 262
(carburetors)
Total 89.4 316.3 22.1

Grand Total - 428

Source: tef. 6.

It seew clear from the above reported results that NC evaporative
losses from fuel storage and handling constitutes a relatively small fraction
of the total NC emissions from ommercial airports and that a substantial
fraction of these evaporative losses at both military and coemercial facili-
ties Is from parked vehicles. Only in the case of Williams An wre aircraft
venting and spillage major sources of VC emissious.

1.

,i
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11 UMMYI AND IEONMMATIONS

The first pert of this report addressed the status of the AVA? model
aed AQM fmo the paesetive of the modeling requirements of users concerned
with allrqit~y probem to aviation. The approach used was to begin with a
brief description of the types of problem likely to be encountered in both
the military sad civiliam sectors, followed by a detailed discussion of those
characteristics of the problems that determined the technical requirements for
the applicable coptational procedures or models. This was followed by a
discussios of the operational or user requirements of the models. A review
aed evalsetion of the AYWP model and AQAK was then presented, in which the
Intended sme, strengths, and waknesses were described. finally, the methods
send by the AYAP mdel and AQAN to treat various aspects of the emission or
disperutes calesli me compared, and the best methods were selected, or
altermetives mare recommended wre appropriate.

The letter portion of the report addressed the future of the AVAP model
ad .Q From the evaleation given in the f irst part of the report, It was

cloer that futare efforts were required In a number of areas, Including:

o Iseerporse iss of technical Improvements.

" Gpdat tag of docuenatat ion to remove Inconsistencies with
werslow of the compter codes currently in use.

o Mectificatim of the problem of usability of the computer
Cod"s.

Uscas. of the number of Interrelated problem and decisions required,
a systematic appreash to the problem wae developed. The "decision tree" that
resulted is regarded asa first step towards systematically laying out which
alternatives are available and what decisions are required. This device
shesid at leint simplify the docialosking process by clarifying the types
of tasks that naturally follow from various alternative paths.

The fineal awton of the text mee devoted to an outline of a proposed
me esimeatisal. system that should alleviate at least some of the problem

Idetified im earlier sections. Two objectives were paramount In the ew
desips to embs the amdel esier to a and to be able to Implement the model

em ug mil comuters. to the process of designing the nwsystem, It
w IF - that met only Could these objectives be met, bet that is so"e
opeesu the medel coud eves be improved tckeicallye Only the smission or

frsst.' psrtie of the nwsystem has bees addressed In this report.
Ust erases .30 eseatie detailed flowcharts and ether isfostios seeded to
Sat" et dsvslPm of the acteal oompater codes for the adsee portiona of

4th do. GWo dMegigs of the dispersion portion of the mew system remiss to
be sdtem
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The remainder of this section concerns recommendations for future
work* These recommendations are divided Into two groups: thoe" that portaim
to application-type tasks. such as the development and testing of computer
codes for the new computational system. and thoee that concern future s
efforts. The overriding recomndation. is that both types of efforts be
pursued in parallel to avoid future shortcomings In either usability or
technical quality.

With respect to the applications-releted Issues, It io strongly
recommended that the new computational package be adopted In a form similar to
that outlined In Sec. 9. In particular, It Is Important to completely
separate the emissions computations from the dispersion computations. It Is
also important to sake use of the modular nature of the code and the data-file
structure. These structures will greatly reduce the comuter-core-storage and
run-tim requirements. Further, every effort should he ade to maintain the
som overall structure In both the military and civilian versions of the
emissions portion of the system. It would he desirable to us* the sam
programing language for both versions, If possible.

Before the emission portion of the new system can be fully Implemented,
several smal tasks should be undertaken. ?hese Include the following:

1.* Service-vehicle emieson factors should be updated*

2. The propoeed queuing algorithm should be evaluated using
available or new date from military and coinorcial
facilities. Queuing data heo been taken at Williams Anl
and at several commercial airports.

3. Aircraft e@"saion factors should be updated, and new
aircraft types should be added.

4. Approachr- and departure-path parameters should be selected
asdefaults. Som senitivity tests regarding the Impact

of airbone aircraft operations on groumd level conent-
~ -~ tratiome should be conducted.

a1
4 Fpreliminary design of the dispersion port ion of the new computational

system should be adrtakem a early as possible, so that it ceon be ready for
Implementation sees after the aeis to parties* The dispersion package will
require a driver cede that can read in the mteorological data, read in the
searce data, (preferably am source at a tie), select the appropriate
dispersion algorithms, ad "uepee the results it is racemmsade that thet
diapersion peekage be an si~s of the beet features of beth teANAP model
sod a" sad that it imerperste ref imesetoslrad developed bet aft
previously implemeated.



Usfore coepletintg the design Of the new dispersion package, it is
recommenided that the following R&D) tasks be completed:

S. Compere computations using Diubaker's advanced single-
aircraft-plums research modell with treatments of line-
source emissions used by the AVA? model and AQM.
Determine under what conditions the more sophisticated
modeling approach is required.

6o Utilize the high tim-resolution data obtained at O'Uare
Airport, together with reft in-nts of the data analysis
tachoiqu1 developed In connection with the O'Esre
Program, to obtain optimum values of parameters needed
to define aircraft takeoff-plum behavior.

7. Critically review the surface observations at Dules and
Washington National, together with the tower measurements
at Dulles, to determine to uftat extent, if any, better
definitions of aircraft plum behavior can be obtained for
the following aircraft modes: taxiing, queuing, and take-
off. Include an evaluation of che types or analyses
performed and the degree of completees of the analysis.
(Not all data were analyzed in detail. Sows data received
vary little attention.) Also determine if the data
themselves contain the necessary characteristics to
warrant the use of mor-sophisticated analysis techniques.

S. On the beasis of the result* of tasks 5-7 above, evaluate
the need, if any, for additional field expecimats
designed to further elucidate aircraft plums behavior.

9. Critically review all data related to plums dyeamics,
including effects of plums rise, Initial plum dispersion,
enhanced vertical dispersion, wind direction relative to
aircraft-*xhaust velocity, aircraft mode of operation, -

etc. Prepare recommendations for parausterising these
effects and for additional analyses of *xsting data orr
for acquisition of new data. Incorporate peraeterima-
ties Into the Jeint Air Quality Plodelingt Package.

10. Critically review, the advantagesw, If say, of incorprain

to"* omaier a~lmal asameeat burdems for
resarch and regulatory applications.
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11. Develop an alternative to the Nosaki equation as a

default for estimating the hourly average mixing depth.
Acquire appropriate data sets from representative sites

around the country for testing purposes.

After completion, each portion of the new system should be carefully
tested and then the portions should be combined and tested together. It is
recomnded that the now system be compared with either the original AVAP
model and AQAK or with data obtained from the field program at William AiS,
Washington National Airport, or O'Hare International Airport.

In addition to designing and implementing the new computational system,

it is also important to continue R&D efforts to develop the state of the art
of aircraft air-quality modeling and to investigate phenomena that were beyond
the scope and capabilities of the original AVAP model and AQAM. Therefore, it
is recommended that the following tasks be considered for future work:

12. Conduct a field program involving measurements of NO and
NO2 concentrations at various times of the year (espec-
ially during the high-0 3 season), using two or more
monitoring sites to obtain a more complete characteriza-
tion of the NO/NO2 problem. Include examination of
effects due to multievent plum interactions and to
taxiing and queuing aircraft. Emphasis should be placed
on determining potential peak-to-mean ratios, since KPA
will probably promulgate annual-average standards that

are presumed to protect the public against short-term
peak concentrations.

13. Conduct further theoretical studies of NO and NO2

concentrations to determine if peak NO2 from aircraft

could pose potential short-term health hazards. Examine
the applicability of the existing NO/NO2 conversion data
to other civilian snd to military facilities. Evaluate
differences between civilian and military aircraft, if
any, expected as a result of differences In NO2 to NO
emission ratios.

14. Conduct a field and laboratory program to coatime pre-
limlnary efforts at collection and characterisation of
orgaaic-pollutant sspls at various locatioms around
both civilia and military facilities. Zamime both In-

plume and amient smples from various source types.

e1. Vrtber elucidate photochesical reaction mechanimi
involving aircraft hydrocarbon emissions.

i VPQAM



16. Conduct theoretical reactive-pollutant studios to support
of both the field and laboratory studies of organic
components of aircraft exhaust to determine their impact
on photocheical-smog formation.

17. Conduct experimental studies to determine the relation-
ship between aircraft emissions and odors.

18. Investigate the applicability of certain components of
the new dispersion package to specialised military
applications. Examine ways in which that utility could
be enhanced to fully exploit the flexibility of the
modeling package.

IC.j
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